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ABSTRACT

A CURRICULUM ON CAPE VERDEAN CULTURE

MAY 1994

AMELIA AMBROSE REBEIRO B.A.,
M.
Ed.

ED.,
D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by:

Professor Atron Gentry

As a American born Cape Verdean educator,

I took a

special interest in the educational experience of Cape
Verdean students,
level.

particularly on the elementary school

During my classroom discussions,

fellow bilingual teachers,

conversation with

parents and other students I

discovered that most elementary students know very little
about their culture or heritage.

After extensive research,

including a visit to the Cape Verde Islands I discovered
that there was no curriculum on the Cape Verdean culture in
the American School system.

The purpose of my thesis was to

present a rationale for such a curriculum,

research all of

the essential components of the Cape Verdean culture,
then to actually construct the curriculum.
comprised of nine lessons.
following:
and life;

and

The curriculum is

These lessons are composed of the

A visual introduction to the Cape Verdean people
The Environment of the Cape Verde Islands;

A Historical Timeline of Cape Verdean Island;
America;

Crioulo:

the Cape Verdean language;

Cape Verdean People;
Currency;

Emigration to
Music of the

Food in Cape Verdean Life;

Cape Verdean

and Folk Tales of the Cape Verdean People.

Hopefully this curriculum will be used by elementary
teachers to expand the consciousness of all students
regarding the Cape Verdean people and their culture.
The culture and heritage of the African-American is
closely linked to that of the Cape Verdean.
characteristics,

mannerisms,

idiosyncrasies,

The physical
medicine,

and superstitions of both ethnic groups are similar.

diet,

Since

African-Americans and Cape Verdeans are linked in culture
and heritage,

a curriculum focused on Cape Verdean culture

should prove to be a valuable tool for both groups.

• • •
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

As an American-born Cape Verdean educator,

I have a

special interest in the educational experiences of Cape
Verdean students in America,
level,

particularly on the elementary

when critical developmental milestones occur.

As a

result of my classroom discussions,

and conversations with

fellow bilingual teachers,

and other students,

parents,

I

have learned that elementary school students know very
little about their culture or heritage.
research at Boston Public School
groups,

e.g.

African-Americans,

I know from

library that several ethnic
Native Americans,

Hispanics,

and Chinese have curriculums related to their cultures.
There is no multicultural curriculum on Cape Verdean culture
in the American school system.
The purpose of my study will be both to present the
rationale for a Cape Verdean curriculum and to develop such
a curriculum.

This curriculum will be used to provide

background information on Cape Verdeans and

their culture

to both elementary school students and to the
community-at-large.

Background
The culture and heritage of the African-American is
closely linked to that of the Cape Verdean.

The physical

characteristics,

medicine,

mannerisms,

idiosyncrasies,

and superstitions of both ethnic groups are similar.

diet,
Since

African-Americans and Cape Verdeans are linked in culture
and heritage,

a curriculum focused on Cape Verdean culture

should prove a valuable tool for both groups.
The older,

more established,

and typically more

conservative Cape Verdeans are not interested in joining
forces with other ethnic groups.

These individuals tend to

retain their distinct ethnic culture and national
On occasion,

identity.

they have identified politically with other

Portuguese Americans.
pride common today,

When this

is combined with the ethnic

with its emphasis on roots and distinct

cultural characteristics,

it is evident how different the

aims of these Cape Verdeans are from those who want to
assimilate into what they perceive as the mainstream of
American life.

Clearly,

regarding the "correct"

the community is badly divided
focus of cultural

identification.

The families of most Cape Verdeans in New England
originally settled in Rhode Island,
southeastern Massachusetts.

Connecticut,

and

Beginning in the 1950s,

some

immigrants from the Cape Verde Islands began to settle in
black districts of Boston,
Dorchester,

such as,

Roxbury,

Mattapan,

and

where they tended to assimilate into the

African- American communities.

The Cape Verdean Americans

of mixed European and African ancestry,

language,

and

general culture,

however,

chose not to identify with

American blacks,

since to have identified with blacks

in a

racist society would have limited their upward social and

3
economic mobility,
English.

already threatened by their inadequate

Although they generally considered themselves

Portuguese and aspired to join the mainstream of U.
society,

they found this goal difficult to attain,

S.
given the

prevailing racial attitudes in the United States at that
time.
A typical Cape Verdean family may include some
individuals,

who have dark skin,

African features,

and

coarse hair,

who prefer to be referred to as Portuguese.

They represent those Cape Verdeans who want to identify with
the Portuguese ethnic group instead of the AfricanAmericans,

even though they more closely resemble African-

Americans.
"white"

From 1944 to 1967 my birth certificate read

for race.

During that period,

decision as to child's nominal race.
years

later,

parents made the
It was my decision,

to formally change the racial identification on

my birth certificate to "black"

because my skin color is

brown.
The option of assimilation with African-Americans
blacks to attain greater political power appears
increasingly attractive today,

with the increasing economic

and social options available to African-Americans.

This

option seems to appeal primarily to the young and
American-born ethnic Cape Verdeans,
islands are remote.

whose ties to the
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The most recent census

(1989)

of the Cape Verde Islands

reported a population of 364,207 with an annual growth rate,
from 1980 - 1987,

of 2%.

The difficulties in a country with

few natural resources induced Cape Verdeans to emigrate.

Of

the approximately one million people of Cape Verdean
ancestry worldwide,
the islands.

only about one-third actually live on

Some 350,000 persons of Cape Verdean ancestry

live in the United States,

mostly in New England.

In my nine years as a teacher in the Boston Public
School system,

I have closely watched the Cape Verdean

student population grow.
total student enrollment

The Metropolitan Boston area has a
(K-12)

of 61,627,

according to an

"Analysis of Students by Race by Grade" survey dated
October,

1991.

Total student enrollment is comprised of

four basic groups:

blacks—48%; whites—21%; Orientals— 9%;

Hispanics—22%; and American Indians—less that 1%.

The

number of Cape Verdeans is approximately 2,000.

Significance Of This Study
There is a need for Cape Verdean students to develop
more positive self-images and self-concepts.

My contact

with Cape Verdean students indicates that they have very low
regard for their culture and heritage.

It seems that many

Cape Verdeans leave their homeland not only physically,
also emotionally.

but

The youngsters refer to the Cape Verde

Islands as the old country,

and its people as "greenhorns"

(people who are inexperienced or easily duped).
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I visited the islands in the summer of 1991 and brought
back various slides and videos of the islands and the
people.

Recently,

in a social studies class,

I used this

material to enhance the students' knowledge of the Cape
Verdean Islands.
said,

During the class,

one Cape Verdean student

"I don't want to see any slides of that old country

and those greenhorns.

Those people don't know anything.

hate the Cape Verde Islands,
Verdean”.

I

and I'm not proud to be Cape

This 11 year old student has been in the United

States since she was three years old,

and,

like many Cape

Verdeans, has limited information about the Cape Verdean
culture.
As various ethnic groups have immigrated to the United
States,

the issue of balancing "Americanism” with "ethnic

identification" has emerged as an extremely complex process.
Whether to maintain a separate identity or to assimilate is
a common issue faced by many ethnic groups,

including Puerto

Ricans and Cubans.

Ethnicity and Culture
Ethnicity,

as outlined by the Harvard Encyclopedia of

American Ethnic Groups,

is an immensely complex phenomenon

which may be characterized by some of the following
features:
a.

geographic origin

b.

race

c.

language or dialect

d.

religious faith

e.

shared traditions,

f.

literature,

g.

an internal sense of distinctiveness

h.

an external perception of distinctiveness

values or symbols

folklore or music

The degree to which these features characterize any
group varies considerably with such factors as the size and
specific history of the group,

and the length of time the

group has been in the United States.
persist over long periods,

Ethnic groups often

but they also change, merge and

dissolve.
Tours

(1963)

has defined culture as "the sum total of

the artifacts...the history,
drama,

art, music,

language,

philosophy,

literature,

religion,

science,

poetry,
ideas,

constructed tools and objects... created by a group in its
struggle for survival and autonomy".

Education is the

primary source of knowledge about the artifacts that record
such struggle.

It is through our educational system that we

sharpen a student's understanding of his/her native land and
its history,

and the opportunities and responsibilities of

citizenship in this society.
Historically, with respect to the educational
curriculum in the United States,
primarily worthy of study:

only one group is deemed

the European group,

particularly

white Anglo-Saxon Protestants, who are considered the model
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or ideal group.

The importance of persons of European

descent and their cultural contributions to art, music,
history,

literature,

and the larger cultural context have

been magnified to the extent that such contributions bear
scant resemblance to the research evidence.
hand,

On the other

the cultural contributions of Africa-Americans and

other people of color have been so marginalized as to render
their cultural offering inconsequential.
Exemplifying the attempt to bring a better balance to
cultural awareness in education,
Schools System (MPS)

the Milwaukee Public

has developed a program,

"Educating

African-American Males", which incorporates the AfricanAmerican culture within a special school for black males.
The primary goal of the program is to improve the academic
achievement levels of African-American males in the
Milwaukee Public Schools.

A task force was formed to

research the impact of the following areas:
1.

Student achievement and self-esteem

2.

Community involvement

3.

School climate

4.

The family

From its findings,

the task force developed a list of

programmatic goals and objectives.

Many aspects of this

research have worldwide implications for education,
thesis will take on a similar flavor,

and my

since some of the
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goals and objectives of my curriculum are in line with the
findings of the task force.
After having reviewed the curriculum design of many
experts,

I have drawn from a variety of styles in developing

my curriculum.

Although many styles view the curriculum

design process in a similar manner,
slightly.

the philosophies differ

The idea of studying culture,

languages,

and

ethnicity to improve educational achievement has been
suggested in various publications and implemented in several
school systems.

Among those addressing these issues are:

The National Association of Black School Educators;

Spencer

Holland,

School

Educational Psychologist, Washington D.

System; Pine Willa Elementary School, Miami,
Eastoner Elementary School,

Charlotte,

C.

Florida; and

North Carolina.

Having used the ideas mentioned above as the basis for
developing a curriculum on Cape Verdean culture.

My

specific objective is to impart to the youngsters of Cape
Verdean heritage

(emigrant and American-born),

an

understanding of their cultural heritage and to provide
materials that allow elementary school teachers to
generalize the curriculum to other ethnic groups.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The following discussion is a review of literature in
several areas of inquiry.

In this discussion,

I will focus

on literature that addresses the issue of culture in
curriculum development,
education,

especially in multicultural

and its application for teaching Cape Verdean

culture.

Philosophical Issues of Multiculturalism
The United States is one of the world's most diverse
multicultural societies,

although for the most part,

American history has neglected,

distorted,

and misrepesented

the role and contributions of America's ethnic minorities
(Massachusetts Annual Report FY90,

"The Status of

Transitional Bilingual Education Programs").

To appreciate

our diverse inheritance and all who contributed to it,
children need a multicultural education.
contention,

our

To support this

consider the following eight questions taken

from American Federation of Teachers:
1.
Is American, or should America be, one nation,
unified by a common political and civic culture?
2.
Is America a collection of distinct ethnic groups
occupying a common piece of land, each group with its
own culture and history unshared by others, perhaps
even incomprehensible to others?
3.
Do children need strong ethnic identification and
pride to perform well in school?
4.
If so, is it up to the public schools to inculcate
that identity?
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5.
Should students from different ethnic backgrounds
study a different curriculum?
6.
Who will define what is deemed to be the
perspective of a given ethnic group?
7.
When a given class contain children from
different backgrounds, how is the teacher to
manage the varied curricula?
8.
What of the children of mixed heritage — will they
be required to choose between their parent's racial and
ethnic identities?
According to the same source,

how we

answer these

questions will influence the kind of multicultural society
America will become.

Will we become essentially a

collection of equal but alien groups?

Or will we become a

society in which our diverse people are able to live
together,

learn about and from each other,

together to achieve Martin Luther King,
democratic,

and aspire

Jr.'s vision of a

multicultural America.

The Education of Language Minority Students
According to the Massachusetts General Laws/Chapter
71A,

if a school district has twenty

(20)

who meet both of the following criteria,

or more students
(1)

the students

are not able to perform ordinary class work in English,

(2)

all 20 students are from the same language classification,
then the school district is required to provide a
Transitional Bilingual Education

(TBE)

program for those

students.
During FY 90,
(LEAs)

there were 50

local Education Agencies

in Massachusetts conducting TBE programs under the

mandate of Chapter 71A.

In these 50 LEAs,

there were 80,278
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students whose first language was a language other than
English, with 44,010 of these students reported as limited
English proficient

(LEP)

during the school year 1989-1990.

Of these 44,010 students,

36,427 were enrolled in TBE

programs.
Spanish is the largest Transitional Bilingual Education
program.

Spanish speaking students who participated in the

TBE programs in FY 90 totaled 22,540.

That same year,

the

Cape Verde students who participated in the program totaled
1,720.

The Cape Verdean TBE enrollment is increasing;

example,

for

between FY 87 and FY 90 the enrollment went from

just above 1,000 to 1,720.

The number of Cape Verdean

seniors in the TBE programs was reported to be 87.

The

graduation rate for all TBE seniors is 97%, with 48% of
those graduating seniors entering post-secondary education
programs.

In stark contrast,

the dropout rate for Cape

Verdean seniors has remained constant between FY 89 and FY
90 at 29 or 1.7% of the total Cape Verdean TBE population.
Over the past 20 years,

much data has been collected on

effective school practices for language minority students.
The following discussion will identify program and
instructional characteristics of education programs serving
language minority students,
Garcia

(1987)

reported

although it should be noted that

that findings from language minority

program evaluations make conclusions regarding the
effectiveness of specific program types difficult to draw.
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There are five characteristics that comprise an
effective school program.

They are:

leadership,

(2)

skills,

school climate,

(4)

this paradigm,

(1)

teacher expectations,
and

Purkey and Smith

(5)

(3)

administrative
emphasis on basic

regular feedback.

(1985)

Using

indicate that

effective principals are actively engaged in curriculum
planning,

staff development,

and instructional issues.

Effective teachers maintain high achievement expectations
for all students.
program,

In addition,

in an effective school

basic skills such reading, writing, math,

language arts are highly emphasized.
safe,

orderly,

be maintained.

and

An environment that is

and conducive to teaching and learning must
Finally,

regular feedback sessions and

progress reports are given to students and parents.
Edmunds

(1979)

identified seven organizational and

structural characteristics that are linked to minority
students academic achievement.
management,

(2)

They are:

(1)

school site

instructional leadership,

(3)

curriculum

planning and organization,
support and involvement,
academic success,

and

(7)

(4)

(6)

staff development,

(5)

parent

school-wide recognition of

district support.

In elaborating on these chacteristics,

Edmunds states:

school leadership and staff are key people to address
the problem of increasing academic performance.
The
principal initiates and maintains procedures for
improving achievement.
At the elementary level, the
curriculum should have a clear focus on acquiring the
basic skills, in addition to consideration for the
students' linguistic and cultural attributes across
grade levels.
Staff development is essential for
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change and is crucial in schools serving language
minority students.
Parent support is essential factors
in the success of any educational program for language
minority students.
School-wide recognition is
reflected in the school's activities.
Finally,
district support is fundamental to change and to the
maintenance of effective schools.
Carter and Chatfield

(1986)

suggest that effectiveness

in bilingual elementary schools serving Mexican—American
students is linked to processes,
administrative arrangements,

rather than structures,

or classroom organization.

Carter and Chatfield found effective schools for language
minority students to be characterized by

(1)

a

well-functioning total system producing a social climate
that promotes positive outcomes,
school environment,
objectives,

(3)

and plans,

(2)

a safe and orderly

clearly-stated academic goals,
and

(4)

well-functioning methods to

monitor school input and student outcomes.

Multicultural Education
Bullard

(1991)

states,

"To find harmony in diversity,

teachers must wade through the rhetoric to deem the best
research on multicultural education and as usual,
their own best instincts."

rely on

She believes that it is the

teacher's responsibility to make learning happen despite the
diverse backgrounds,
of their students.

family problems,

or personal interest

She believes that teachers must move

beyond rhetoric and ask themselves such pertinent questions,
regarding multicultural education as:
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1.

Should one goal of multicultural education be to

promote understanding of and sensitivity to other
cultures?
2.

How should multicultural education advance academic

achievement of minorities?
3.

Should education provide a model of a multicultural

society,

in which every group shares equal power.

These questions,

Bullard states,

need to be addressed

prior to setting goals for multicultural education.
Bands

(1989)

offers a comprehensive description of the

goals of multicultural education:
To transform the school so that male and female
students, exceptional students, as well as students
from diverse cultural, social, racial, and ethnic
groups will experience an equal opportunity to learn in
school. To help all students develop more positive
attitudes toward different cultural, racial, ethnic and
religious groups. To empower students from victimized
groups by teaching them decision-making and social
skills.
To help students develop cross-cultural
dependency and view themselves from the perspectives of
a different group.

Banks acknowledges that multicultural education has
become a "useful umbrella",

but one that "is not an adequate

concept to guide research and policy decisions on problems
related to racial and ethnic minorities."
Murray

(1991)

attacks multiculturalism for helping to

explain differences in behavior and in attitudes rather than
tackling the fundamental issues of racism.

Often the aim of

such an approach is to help students "adjust" to living with
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people who are different and in the process "adjust" to live
with society's racism.
narrow perspective:
Auster

(1991),

misconceptions,

To correct this, Murray offers a

"Anti-racist education."
on the far right of the continuum of

fears that Western culture will be lost in

the multicultural approach. He states,

"The defining concept

of multiculturalism is that the United States dominant
Western culture is illegitimate and must be dismantled or
drastically weakened." Auster seriously suggests immigration
restrictions as one solution to the "problem" of
multiculturalism,

a position shared by David Duke and other

leading white supremacists.
Diane Ravitch, Assistant Secretary and Counselor to
Secretary U.

S.

Department of Education, was a principal

writer of the California K-12 history—social science
curriculum.

She believes that the classrooms of America are

more racially and ethnically diverse today than ever before.
Now that the children in American schools are the
descendants of so may different nationalities,
races,

and ethnic groups,

teachers and curriculum makers are

asking "Whose culture should we teach?
literature,

and art?

religions,

Whose history,

Whose ideas and perspectives?"

The answer to such questions are not simple.
determine not only the curriculum,

They will

but the purpose of the

public school and the nature of the American national
identity.

Thus,

it is important to reflect on what we mean
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by teaching "culture."

I am in full agreement with Ravitch

regarding the need for conveying to children the knowledge,
skills,

language,

and habits they will need in order to

participate successfully in their own society,

but I also

recognize the importance of learning about other cultures to
gain a broader understanding of the world.
Both of these goals are important,

but priority must be

given to teaching about the history and culture of the
United States.

American History and Literature should

explain who the American people are and where we come from.
What were the turning points,
changed this nation?
our ideas?

the crises that shaped and

Who are the national heroes?

Which poems,

novels,

best typify the American spirit?

essays,

orations,

What ideas,

What are
and songs

institutions,

and values have held this polyglot people together as a
nation for more that 200 years?

In concurrence with Ravitch

the basic mission of our public schools should be to instill
in children our shared,

not our separate,

culture.

The common culture is not an Anglo-Saxon melting pot:
It is an amalgam of the contributions of the many different
groups that have joined American society and enriched its
shared culture.
and blacks,

The common culture is the work of whites

of men and women,

African Americans,
from Cape Verde,
Thailand,India,

of Native Americans and

of Hispanics and Asians of immigrants

England,
Poland,

France,

China,

Germany, Mexico, Haiti,

Philippines,

and Ghana;

of
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Protestants,

Catholics,

Jews, Muslims, Mormons,

and millions

of others who added their voices to the American chorus.
For anyone who lives in a city in this country today,
the common culture offers daily contact with people of a
variety of races and many different ethnic origins.
my community,
Puerto Ricans,

there are whites,

blacks,

Central Americans,

Within

Cape Verdeans,

Indian Americans,

Korean-Americans,

and Arab-Americans who live and work in

close proximity.

The nearest commercial street is an

excellent example of culinary multiculturalism:
Jewish delicatessen,
an Irish bar,

a Spanish restaurant,

a sushi bar,

Jamaican restaurants,

a German butcher,

an Thai restaurant,

an Italian bakery,

It has a

several

and several Cape

Verdean grocers.
Hirsch

(1987)

and others say that many interests are

served by the development and presentation to all our
children of certain common cultural content.
contrast, Hillard III

(1990)

By way of

believes that is unnecessary to

choose between uniqueness and commonalities and considers
these a false dichotomy.

Human minds and systems are

powerful and flexible enough to handle both constructs;
nevertheless,

in a democratic society,

the process by which

we determine what is shared culture is crucial.
Hilliard

(1990)

states,

"We must not commit cultural

genocide by crushing cultural uniqueness.

A politically

correct curriculum "canon" is more appropriate for sectarian
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religion than it is for a scientific and democratic school
and society.”

A curriculum centered in truth will be

pluralistic.
According to Hillard, within the past two to three
years,

the number of scholars who assert the exclusive

political and cultural correctness of "Western culture" has
greatly increased.

These voices have viciously attacked the

very thought associated with cultural pluralism in American
society,

especially as it applies to school curriculum.

example,

Stanford University's Western Civilizations

program.

New York State's curriculum of inclusion,

Portland,

For

and

Oregon's Multicultural curriculum effort have been

met with bitter opposition from conservative scholars
throughout the nation, who have taken this position without
benefit of a constructive dialogue with a broad base of
minority group representatives.
What accounts for this standardized formulaic response?
It is becoming increasingly clear that some private groups
have decided,

unilaterally,

on a course of action designed

to impact the general public.

They are beginning to express

xenophobia on the national level.

For example,

news article in The Atlanta Constitution by

a recent

(Auster 1991),

cited the fact that the United States is undergoing major
shifts in its ethnic population,

and stated that Europeans

are rapidly becoming the minority and that "minorities" are
becoming the "majority."

The varied cultural populations,
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the author feared, will lead to a "disuniting" of the United
States.
Greene

(1988),

in the Dialectic of Freedom,

asks "what

does it mean to be a citizen of the free world?"

It means,

she concludes,

"having the capacity to choose,

act to attain one's purposes,

the power to

and the ability to help

transform a world lived in common with others."

An

important factor that limits human freedom in a pluralistic
society is the cultural enclosure into which all individuals
are socialized.

People learn the values,

stereotypes of their community cultures.

beliefs,

and

Although these

community cultures enable individuals to survive,

they also

restrict their freedom and ability to make critical choices
and to take action to help reform society.
Education within a pluralistic society should affirm
and help students to understand their home and community
cultures; however,

it should also help free them from their

cultural boundaries.

Education in a democratic society

should help students acquire the knowledge,

attitudes,

and

skills they will need to build, maintain and function in an
equitable and just society,

one that functions for the

common good.
Parekh

(1986)

believes that multicultural education is

an essential freedom in today's polarized and troubled
world.

A divisive national debate regarding multicultural

education is occurring in part because of the divergent
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views that citizens hold about the nature of an American
identity and about the roots of American civilization.

The

debate in turn has sparked a power struggle over who should
participate in formulating the canon to be used to shape the
curriculum of the nation's schools,

colleges,

and

universities.
Lomba

(1977)

states that a great deal of time and

energy has been used in the past,

and continues to be used

today in the study of Cape Verdean culture from a
perspective which has not contributed greatly towards a
better understanding of it.

With respect to Cape Verde, why

should the debate center on the Portuguese influence on the
Cape Verdean culture as being greater than that of Africa
and vice-versa while young Cape Verdean students are eagerly
trying to learn more about their cultural heritage?
time has come for Cape Verdeans,
their identity,

culture,

on outsiders to define

and language,

mentality and adopt on an aggressive,
approach in which they,

The

to put aside this
self-initiated

themselves are engaged in the

process of rigorous study and research in order to provide
answers to the basic questions of cultural identify.
Most scholars and Cape Verdean students have avoided
confronting directly the issues which are pertinent to the
understanding of Cape Verdean culture.
subject is too complex to analyze,
Is it because,

Is it because the

as some have proposed?

as a well known Brazilian Sociologist wrote
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after spending a few days in Cape Verde,

"The Cape Verdeans

lack individual traits and characteristics;
mostly dominated by African influences,

the culture is

and there is

little

which one may classify as being typically Cape Verdean."
Could it be,

as others have stated,

unworthy of undertaking,

that the task is

for what can one expect to find in

those islands whose history has been synonymous with
poverty,

hunger,

illiteracy,

and total

isolation from the

progress of civilization?

Contrary to the conclusions of

the Brazilian Sociologist,

and in agreement with Dr.

Lomba,

Cape Verdeans are a people possessing a rich and varied
heritage and a culture which is as unique as the diversity
of factors which brought about its existence.
Arthur Lomba,

Along with Dr

I reject all the rationalizations given by the

various groups for not researching the Cape Verdean culture
in depth.

I believe that my endeavor to develop a

curriculum on the Cape Verdean culture is not only an
important one but essential,

especially since a curriculum

on Cape Verdean culture has never been developed.
Imdieke

(1990)

states that,

"As more emphasis is placed

on helping children gain a global perspective and
understanding of the world,

children's

literature seems to

be a natural vehicle for fostering that understanding.
studying the storyteller,

By

educators can learn about literary

traditions of communities,
reflect the use of stories.

particularly traditions which
An explanation of West African
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minstrels' traditional use of the story can be shared with
children and adapted for use in a classroom setting by
hanging fish nets from a corner of the classroom where all
sorts of items are hung.

Children can choose an item which

brings to mind a favorite story to share with the class.
Children can become storytellers and take their stories from
classroom to classroom in a way similar to the East Indian
tradition, using story cloths to present stories through
pictures.

By identifying the original tradition and history

of the storytelling technique,

children learn about the

value and use of stories from other cultures,

and teachers

can avoid the use of these traditions as merely another
gimmick to capture children's attention.”
In conclusion Imdieke indicates that sharing authentic
storytelling traditions with children can contribute to
their learning in several ways:
These activities can help to develop children's
multicultural understanding and appreciation.
As
we share these traditions, children learn about
the uniqueness and value of each cultural
tradition.

An understanding of storytelling traditions may
motivate children to learn more about a particular
culture through an investigation of other
community traditions.

The sharing of these traditions motivates children
to attempt storytelling on their own.
The use of
the traditions may serve as visual aids or prompts
to give children confidence in their initial
storytelling attempts.
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These traditions can become springboards for
additional ideas or ways in which children may
want to choose to respond to literature.
Hakuta and Gould
of some researchers,

(1987),

contrary to the expectations

suggest that "programs with substantial

native-language components may be very effective." The
reason is that a strong native-language foundation supports
the subsequent learning of English,

and most of the learning

that goes on in the native language transfers readily into
English.

Thus,

rather than being an intellectual handicap,

bilingualism may be a cognitive asset.
Nevertheless,

the rates at which children learn a

second language vary widely; the process is not necessarily
swift or painless.

No evidence, however,

supports the

common sense of urgency about introducing children to
English early and mainstreaming them as soon as possible
thereafter.

It is more important to offer basic literacy

skills to children in their home language.
Policymakers need to consider three implications of the
research in planning future directions:

The intricacy and beauty of the developing child
ought not to be overlooked in favor of political
or programmatic concerns.

No universal blueprint for bilingual education
exists.
An ideal bilingual program would aim at fluency in
both languages, treating the non-English first
language as an asset, rather than as a handicap.
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Harold Raynolds,

Jr.

Former Commissioner of Education,

addresses relevant issues in the state of Massachusetts.
"The people of Massachusetts are ethnically diverse.

Many

of us continue to maintain aspects of the cultures and the
language that we consider a valued heritage.
are newly arrived,

Others of us

and are faced with the challenge of

developing a working familiarity with the English language
and with those aspects of culture that most Americans share.
For all of us,

learning to live together requires

developing an appreciation for our differences,
the language in which we express ourselves.
for any of us,

including

It should not,

require denying or suppressing our heritage

language and culture.
Living in today's interdependent world makes it
valuable to be able to communicate in more than one
language.

What is a necessity for the immigrant can be a

cultural and an economic benefit to everyone.

Americans

need to be able to communicate with other people and to
respect and celebrate other cultures.
Our educational system has not responded effectively
enough to these challenges.

Several recent national reports

have stressed that schools must improve their capacity to
prepare students — and adults—to be proficient
communicators in the languages of the world.

Other reports

have pointed out how seriously we are failing to equip
immigrant and other linguistic minority students to function
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effectively in the society and the economy."
Yzagiorre and De La Rose

(1989)

identify the primary

goal of bilingual education is to help students become
fluent in English.

Bilingual Education programs became a

part of federal education policy in 1968 through a
competitive,

voluntary grant program.

There are three myths

about how the programs are implemented:
Bilingual programs do not teach English, but
rather spend all instructional time in the child's
native language. The exact mix of English and the
second language actually is determined by the
local school district or the states.
Bilingual education is not needed now, because
past immigrant groups did not need it. This is
misleading. During the pre-industrial and early
industrial economies, education played a different
role.
Jobs required far less education than they
do today.
In today's "information society" jobs
require a much higher level of literacy and
academic credentials.
Native language is a crutch that can slow down
children's transition into English.
This is
untrue.
The native language instruction is used
to teach the child basic skills and is designed to
keep the child from falling behind their peers in
other subjects, while they are learning English.
The bottom line is that bilingual education is critical
to ensuring that children not proficient in English do not
fall behind in other subjects while they learn English.
Harold Raynolds, Jr.,
Massachusetts,

Former Commissioner of Education,

states in a recent study that,

"bilingual

programs generally provide instructions to any language
group in more than one language in an educational setting."
In practice,

in the United States,

these prpgrams are
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primarily intended to serve language minority students by
providing a certain amount of instruction in the child's
primary language while acquiring sufficient English skills
to achieve academically.

Bilingual programs which seek to

enrich a learner by the addition of a second language while
promoting and supporting the native language are often
referred to as "additive" programs.

In contrast,

programs

which are designed to teach a second language as a
replacement for the native language are referred to as
"transitional" or "subtractive bilingual programs."
Saldate
Education

(1989), National Association for Bilingual

(NABE)

writes;

Bilingual education has come a long way since
it was first incorporated into federal law in
1968. Unfortunately, there is still a
misconception among many, including some who
should know better, that bilingual education
is a compensatory vehicle for students with
limited abilities.
These individuals would
have us believe that the quicker we get
students out or bilingual education, the
sooner they will achieve.
This is a fallacy.
It is time we accept bilingual education as being here
to stay.

More importantly,

it is time to accept

bilingualism as a key tool in a society that is becoming
more of a "global village" every day.

When we talk about

bilingualism, we are not referring to just Spanish and
English,

but to a host of other languages,

brought by recent immigrants,
our country.

including many

as well as those indigenous to

The true mark of a learned society is its

cultural diversity,

its language,

and the freedom in which
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people work and live.
Multiple language abilities are an asset,
liability.

For this reason,

not a

NABE supports English Plus,

a

concept that promotes English proficiency and second
language learning.
fields,

Bilingualism is a way to excel in many

including international business and foreign policy.

NABE is committed to democratic and cultural pluralism,
and encourages respect for the cultural and linguistic
heritages of our nation.

We clearly recognize and promote

the fact that English is and will remain the primary
language of the United States,

and that command of that

language is vital to sharing in the American dream."
Boone's

(1991)

research proved that language barriers

affect some regions more than others.
California,

Florida,

where Spanish is commonly spoken,

aware of the problem.

Texas and

are especially

These states and others spend millions

of dollars each year to hire bilingual teachers for their
schools.

The federal government has

laws stating that

ballots and other government documents must be printed in
other languages,

especially Spanish.

If the government demands that a school system hire
bilingual teachers,

why are children leaving school without

the ability to communicate in the English language?
problem is adult education.

Our teachers try to teach

English to these young people,
home,

Spanish is spoken.

The

but when the student goes

The problem is,

when that child
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leaves school to enter the job market,
cible to communicate.

he or she won't be

You can't develop much of a career if

you can't communicate.
Another problem is the government's
Bilingual Education" program.

"Transitional

The title is misleading.

the National Americanism Commission noted in Res.

As

576,.

.

"foreign-born young people are not being taught English,

.
but

instead receive long-term education in their native
language,

which may span from kindergarten through the high

school years."

Multiculturalism.

Bilingualism and the Cape Verdean Student

Citizens of Hispanic background are not the only victims.
This article brings to attention the fact that Cape Verdeans
and other ethnic groups

face

similar problems.

But by far,

the largest segment of the American population today battling
language

barriers

American

Legion

overcome

if

Legion

is

are

believes

English
not

the

were

alone;
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Spanish-speaking

many

of

these

made

the

states

recognizing English as the official
Macedo

(1977)

presents

a

problems

official
have

groups.
could

language.

passed

The
be
The

legislation

language.

brief

overview

of

the

Cape

Verdean experience in bilingual programs in the United States.
He

believes

"Portuguese."
distinct

that

Cape

Verdeans

have

always

been

labeled

The reality is that Cape Verdeans are a group

from the

Portuguese,

speaking

a

different

language
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and possessing a unique culture.
educators

and

administrators

So,
to

it is unproductive for

take

for

granted

that

Portuguese is the Cape Verdean's mother tongue and to expect
Cape

Verdean

medium of
Cape

instruction.

Verdeans

formally

students

do,

in

educated

minority.

By

in

to

use

language

as

their

only

Macedo points out that although some
fact,
the

speak

islands,

matriculating

Bilingual programs,

this

Cape

Portuguese,
this

having

group

Verdeans

been

represents

in

a

Portuguese

their linguistic problems are compounded

since they are being taught two foreign languages at the same
time

-

Portuguese

and

English.

The

experiences

of

Cape

Verdeans become traumatic when they are forced to negate their
own background while being confronted with two new ones.

In search of a solution to the existing problem,

one may

consider various alternatives:
1.

The Cape Verdean child may be taught

in Portuguese

and later make the transition to English.
2.

The Cape Verdean child may be taught completely

in

English.
3.

The

Cape

Verdean

child

may

be

taught

in

the

Cape

Verdean language and then make the transition to English.

The usefulness of Portuguese,
students in the U.

S.,

in the case of Cape Verdean

is impractical since its classroom use

is restricted and it is not practiced in the home.
to Kjolseth

(1981),

According

"The life of a language depends first and
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foremost

upon

its

use

in

other

domains.

When

a

person

skills in two languages this individual bilingualism,
to

be

stable,

must

be

sustained

by

diagnostic

has

if it is
norms

of

community language use."
Macedo
Verdeans'
their

(1981)

feelings

language

concludes
of

by

inferiority

poses

a

reiterating
and

major

insecurity

obstacle

to

developing a Cape Verdean bilingual program.
problem,
help

Cape

regarding

effectively

In light of this

he invites Cape Verdeans to launch a major effort to

change

tongue.

that

their

negative

attitude

toward

their

mother

This change can be facilitated by having the parents

participate

directly

in

the

development

of

Cape

Verdean

bilingual programs.
In

the

proceses

literature,

my

development

has

of

conducting

perspective
broadened.

this

pertaining

Now,

I

want

review
to

to

of

the

curriculum

sift

carefully

through this material and glean what is most important for my
study as it relates to curriculum development for Cape Verdean
students.

The Need for A Curriculum on Cape Verde
There

is

a

need

for

a

curriculum

for

Cape

Verdean

students that will ensure that they have a sound understanding
of their traditions
Federation
merely

a

of
good

and culture.

Teachers
idea,

it

(AFT),
is

an

According to the American
bilingual
absolute

education
necessity.

is

not
Some
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students who do not have a bilingual program do little or no
learning.

In

addition,

it

is

only

through

a

study

of

Cape

Verdean culture and literacy in the Cape Verdean native tongue
that a youngster can fully grasp the Island's traditions and
gain a broader understanding of the meaning of their culture.
Hirsch

(1987)

supports

the

Western which can be taught.
is

that,

diverse,

in

reality.

idea that

there

is a

common

What Hirsch fails to understand

Western

culture

is

not

unitary

but

and that bilingualism and multilingualism are vital

parts of Western culture.

Bilingual education,

therefore,

is

amply justified as an educational process.
Hirsch believes that only a minimal amount of time should
be

allotted

classes,
taught

to

and

native

that

language

students

in

English

as

I

believe

using

Hirsch,
itself,

the

transitional

speak

as

Cape

in

English,

possible.
Verdean

bilingual
and

be

Contrary

to

language

is,

in

an important culture study and cultural undertaking.

assist

religion

should

quickly

To give only one example,
will

and

in

for

linguistic

learning the Cape Verdean language

understanding

the

Cape

structure

the

Verdean
are

so

importance

people,
much

expression of people's thoughts,

of

since

an

feeling,

and

role

language

outgrowth

of

of
and
and

and beliefs.

For the most part, American history textbooks, indeed the
whole

curriculum,

neglects and,
contributions

put

at worst,
of

forth

a

view

of

America

that

at

best

distorts and mispresents the role and

America's

racial

and

ethnic

minorities.
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Until

recently,

most

students

studied

little

about

the

non-Western world.
Since the 1960's and the civil rights movement, there has
been a steady effort among historians to research and revise,
so

as

to

reflect more

accurately

American and world history.
revise

history

progress,

the

curricula

typical

the

role

of

non-whites

in

In turn, educators have worked to
and

textbooks,

American

textbook

but

despite

does

not

yet

much
offer

students a curriculum on the Cape Verdean culture.
The

AFT

adopted

resolution

argues

that

"the

America is a multicultural one from the start.

story

of

We interacted

with and were built and shaped and inspired by people of every
immigrant strain,
We

need

story

a

—

of many races,

cohesive,
how

institutions

we

—

inclusive

built

cultures,

and religions....

curriculum

this

nation

in

and

which
its

the

main

pluralistic

is understood to have been the work of many

different people of diverse race,

classes,

and religions."

Children need strong ethnic identification and pride to
perform well

in

school.

It

should

be

a major

objective

of

public schools in a diverse nation to inculcate that identity.
In

developing

the

curriculum,

I

hope

to

contribute

to

a

society in which our diverse people are able to live together,
learn about and from each other and aspire together to achieve
Dr.

Martin

Luther

King,

Jr's

vision

of

a

democratic,

multicultural America, a society in which each of us is judged
by the content of our character,

not by our colors,

customs,
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religion,

or accents.

There is no clear and universally accepted definition of
"multicultural education."
the

most

design.

pluralistic
Likewise,

to

The term refers to anything from
the

most

"Afrocentric"

ethnocentric
education

curriculum

can

refer

to

anything from a curriculum based on a separatist ideology and
centered

around

a

specified

historical

doctrine

to

a

curriculum which calls for a much expanded treatment of Africa
and African Americans in a pluralistic society.
terms have no set meaning,

Because these

it is important to look beyond the

labels and to understand what is being proposed in each case.
The

fullest

analysis

curriculum

proposals,

will

prospects

hurt

segregated,

more

and
for

tolerant

of

the

the

emerging

strongest

building
society

a

argument

less

has

ethnocentric

fractured,

been

distinguished historian Arthur Schlesinger,

that

made

Jr.

by

they
less
the

who states:

The United
States
is
one
of the world's most
diverse multicultural societies.
To appreciate
this inheritance and all who contributed to it, our
children
need
a
multicultural
education.
Our
children need an education in the humanities that
imparts to them the values of tolerance, freedom,
equality, pluralism and common human dignity.
This
also is part of a multicultural education;
and
while such values and principles can be conveyed
using ideas and documents from a range of cultures,
such
education
also
requires,
unavoidably,
a
special emphasis on the history and legacies of
those societies that have been most important in
developing democratic ideals and practices.
In recent years,

history

and

literature

textbooks

have

been revised to be more inclusive of America's minorities and
the role of non-western civilization;

however,

as documented
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by

Paul

Gagnon

Half-Told

(1987)

Story,

side-bars or,

in

these

at best,

the

AFT,

changes

commissioned

are

often

Democracy's

"squeezed

in"

are peripheral to the main story.

as

This

is not good enough.

The story of America is a multicultural

one from the start.

The United States was built,

inspired

by

immigrants

and

non-immigrants

of

shaped and

many

races,

cultures and religions.
Bullard
the

(1991)

students's

Teachers

must

education

a

wrote that teachers play a major role in

ability to

learn

establish

part

of

the

in today's diverse

goals
modern

that

make

classroom.

society.

multicultural
The

process

of

achieving these goals must foster all students' understanding
of,

and sensitivity to,

every culture.

While not directly addressing the issue of Cape Verdean
students, Bullard's article does strongly suggest the need for
multicultural education.

The article indicates that it is the

teacher's responsibility to make learning happen despite the
fact that there are students of many different backgrounds in
the classroom.
to

become

Cape Verdeans,

knowledgeable

like many ethnic groups,

of

their

culture

need

through

a

multicultural education curriculum.
Sood
thousands,
Often,

(1992)

techniques.

there

are

hundreds,

perhaps

of books which give advice about raising children.

these

demonstrate

suggests

books
how

often

best

to

use

commonplace

utilize

relevant

situations

to

childraising

Most of these books emphasize the same important
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concepts

involved

physical

and

importance
neglected.

in

child-rearing,

emotional

of

and

needs

need

Children

for

including

shared

by

culture

without

a

solid

all

the

common

children.

awareness

is

understanding

The

largely
of

and

a

healthy respect for their heritage will often feel incomplete,
out

of

place,

and

confused.

My

study

culture will address this problem.

on

the

Cape

Verdean

I believe the best way to

eradicate or at the very least minimize cultural distortion or
disappearance

is to teach children about their heritage.

Cultural awareness does not come through wishful thinking
it

is

developed

involvement.

At

seem to be lost

over

a

time

time

when

through

so

do

improve the
something

children;
proposed
cultural

situation.
to

enhance

however,
study

Cape

Verdean

they

will

awareness

and

youngsters

in the search for the "American Dream",

an opportune time for all of us,
to

many

understanding

certainly educators,

it is

to work

Many Cape Verdean parents want to
the
are

develop

curriculum.

cultural
unsure
that

how

tool

awareness
to
in

of

their

proceed.

The

the

form

of

a

CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In my

literature review I presented

a

rationale for a

Cape Verdean curriculum, which resulted in the development of
such

a

curriculum.

Once

the

value

of

a

curriculum was determined and substantiated,

Cape

Verdean

the curriculum

design aspect of my study began to take shape.

Methodology
Qualitative
tools that

I

and

chose

fundamentally

holistic

for this

descriptive

ethnography

study.
in

are

the

research

Qualitative research

nature

(though

is

typically,

analysis, interpretation or some other process picks up where
description

leaves off) .

method

conducting

of

knowledge

of,

education.

a

wide

This type of research
inquiry

into,

variety

of

furthering

disciplines,

the

including

A number of qualitative traditions have developed

to advance the research of natural
research

and

is a major

is

positivistic
descriptive,

not

easily

research
but

amenable

styles,

and

nonetheless

settings.
to

Much of this

quantitative

benefits

precise

or

from the

approach

of

more

broad,
well-

constructed qualitative methods.
For the curriculum design aspect of my work, I was guided
by the qualitative approach termed Holistic Ethnography.

In

the context of my study, this approach describes and analyzes
culture by describing the beliefs and practices of a group,
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and shows how the various parts contribute to the culture as
a unified consistent whole (Jacob, 1987).

Consistent with the

principles

have

of

Holistic

Ethnography,

described Cape Verdean culture as

I

a whole,

analyzed

and

and developed a

curriculum which describes the unique way of life of the Cape
Verdeans and presents their culture as a unified,

consistent

whole.
The

ultimate

goal

of

my

research

culture was not merely to present a

into

Cape

Verdean

static picture of Cape

Verdean culture, but to fit the description and analysis into
an

educational

curriculum

that

will

bring

it

to

life

for

elementary school children.
Approach to the Curriculum Design
Review of the literature to support the need for a curriculum
on the Cape Verdean culture
Research has shown that when students study their ethnic
culture in conjunction with other academics,
increased

sense

of

self-worth,

a more

they develop an

positive

self-image,

heightened self expectations and aspirations, and an improved
sense of responsibility.

While there has been little research on Cape Verdeans as
a distinct group,

there are experiences in the education of

individuals from other cultural,

linguistic or ethnic groups

that are pertinent to developing a Cape Verdean curriculum.
Literature on these groups and their experiences in the Ameri-
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can educational system were explored and analyzed to determine
relevance.

Results of this analysis will be incorporated into

appropriate elements of the curriculum package.

Research on the Cape Verdean Culture
I first gathered baseline, factual information related to
the

development

of

a

curriculum

information

included history,

drama,

music,

and

art,

formed

the

philosophy,
research

on

Cape

language,

literature,

religion,

foundation

Verde.

science,

of

the

This
poetry,

and ideas

curriculum.

Information on the following topics were explored:
a.

Historical overview of the Cape Verdean culture.

b.

Current
economy,

c.

Analysis of data on Cape Verdean culture provided
by school administrators, teachers, and community
members.

research
on
and politics.

Cape

Verdean

education,

Review of existing curricula on different countries and ethnic
groups
I reviewed and analyzed existing curricula available in
the Boston Public Schools,
State

Department

libraries

to

of

examine

other public schools,

Education
approach

and

and

in

through the

higher

content.

education

Many

existing

curricula were examined for the following 5 elements, cited by
Chung

(1973)

as necessary for sound curriculum development:

Objectives — What are the learning objectives;

are the

learning

can

objectives

clearly

stated?

generalized from these objectives?

What

be
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Theory - What are the theoretical constructs that
underpin the curriculum the content? What material is
included,

how much is included,

and how is learning

sequenced?

Instruction

- What

guidance

does

the

curriculum offer

regard pedagogy?

Testing - How does the curriculum test student
accomplishment? How does testing relate to the
curriculum objectives?

Development of Cape Verdean Curriculum
Based

upon

the

foregoing,

a

curriculum

suitable

for

elementary students in the 4th through 6th grades concerning
Cape

Verdean

culture

and

history

was

developed.

The

curriculum will contain the elements described by Chung (1973)
and used as the framework for curriculum analysis described
above.

The

curriculum

content

fosters

understanding

culture.

The curriculum also provides students with a

and

includes

appreciation

information
of

Cape

that

Verdean

perspective that promotes strong self-images and selfconcepts.

This curriculum will include a manual for teachers,

and will eventually provide guidelines to train teachers on
methods

of properly

Verdean

curriculum

regardless of race,

implementing the
will
gender,

be

curriculum.

beneficial

to

all

and national origin.

The Cape
students
Through an
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introduction

to

the

curriculum,

students

will

gain

an

awareness of the roles culture and language play in their own
ethnicity, and will become informed as to the process by which
cultures develop and change over of time.
A slide show presentation was also prepared as part of
this curriculum.

The narrative will explain the history and

culture of Cape Verde as additional support for the objectives
of the curriculum.

Limitations of the Study
The following were limitations of this study:
1.

All data

collected on the Cape Verdean Islands was

reduced to elementary school level
2.

(fourth and fifth grade).

The data was deciphered and the relevancy for grades

four and fives was determined.
3.

Statistics were skewed with due to Cape Verdeans who

choose to identify only with Portuguese or other cultures.
4.

Personal bias of authors regarding sensitive issues

that may

offend mainland

identified

as

Cape

American culture.

Cape Verdeans

Verdeans,

but

want

who may want
to

melt

to

into

be
the

CHAPTER IV
A CURRICULUM ON CAPE VERDE

Overview
The nine lessons in this curriculum package have been
designed to develop a curriculum to provide background
information on Cape Verdeans and their culture.

This

curriculum will be a tool to both elementary school students
and to the community-at-large.

Providing learning activities

for teachers and students that portray the experience,
culture,

and history the of Cape Verdeans.

The lesson

description list the major objectives students need to learn
about the Cape Verdean culture.

Each content objective

indicates that the teacher's background information is the
primary resource for that objective,

in order for the

students to learn the objectives.
Rationale
It is desirable that students learn about the Cape Verdean
culture. The following lessons will enhance their knowledge
and its importance of and need for culture awareness.
knowledge will be gained through simulations,
and other interactive learning activities.

This

role playing,

These

activities/lessons are intended to involve students in
critical thinking,

decision-making,

values clarification,

and questioning that bring "alive" the experiences of the
Cape Verdean culture.
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A second rationale for this collection of lessons is to
provide what is called a "multicultural" approach to social
studies multicultural education in the social studies is
defined here as knowing about,

understand and using the

experiences contributions, views,

perspectives and,

cultures

of all peoples in studying historical events and issues.

Lesson 1. A Visual Introduction to the Cape Verdean People

Theme/Concept:

Culture

Background for the Teacher:

There are about 300,000 people on

the islands of Cape Verde.

Nearly 50% live on the island of

Santiago.

Fifty-six percent of Cape Verdeans are 20 years old

or younger;
live

past

46% are 15 years or younger;
age

60.

Woman

live

longer

and fewer than 10%
than

men

and

fewer

emigrate.
Although

small

isolated in space,

in

size,

and

meager

in

resources

and

this land has created a people of unique

cultural heritage, Cape Verdeans come in a variety of colors,
sizes and facial features,
are

one

history,
national

and

enduring.

folkore,

What

music,

independence

but in culture and ethnicity they
binds

language,

gained

as

them

together

handicrafts,
recently

as

is

their

and

their

1975

from

Portugal.
Today the Cape Verdean population

is about 65% mestico

(mixed European and African descent) something over 30% Black,
the remainder being White of European descent.

In physical

type Cape Verdeans exhibit almost the entire range of human
pigmentation,

physique

and

physiognomy.

The

islands

were

uninhabited upon first human presence—racial diversity has
evolved from five centuries of contact between Portuguese and
other

European

planters,

traders

and

government

African peoples mainly from the Guinea coast,

agents,

freed African

slaves and other transients of many nationalities.
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Overview of the Lesson:
contemporary people,
islands.

Students will view 12 color slides of

daily

life and the environment

on the

Students will have Focus Questions to answer as they

view and study each slide.

Student Learning Objective:
a

brief

essay

about

what

Students will be able to write
they

know

about

the

Cape

Verde

Islands and its people based on visual experience.

Materials and Resources:
1.

Twelve full-color slides

2.

Slide projector and screen

3.

Listing of each slide with caption and descriptor

4.

Focus Questions

Preparation

for

the

Students:

As

a

brief

readiness

discussion, ask the students—"What do you know about the Cape
Verde Islands?"

Preparation for the Teacher:

View each slide before viewing

with the students.

Procedure:
1.

Give each student a copy of the Focus Questions.

Read

each question with the students and explain that each question
is to answered upon viewing each slide.
2.

View

each

slide

in

descriptor/caption sheet.

the

order

given

on

the

slide
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3.

Discuss the answer written by each student following each

slide

presentation.

Use

the

descriptor

text

only

after

discussion initiated with the student responses.

Evaluation:
what

they

Have each student write a brief composition about

now know about

the

Cape

Verde

peoples

and

life.

Have them read their compositions.

SLIDE DESCRIPTORS/CAPTIONS

Bov with Donkey - This eight year old boy was performing his
daily chore of going to the marketplace to purchase dry
goods.

At one point he had to push the donkey up the

mountain.

(Fig.

4.1.

& 4.2)

Woman on the Mountain Side - This 86 year old woman is
carrying a bundle of kindling wood, weighing approximately
60 pounds on her head.

The wook will be used for cooking.

Notice she has no shoes on her feet and has never worn a
pair in her life.

(Fig.

4.3 & Fig.

4.4)

Cattle Grazing - Notice how undernourished these cattle are;
you can see their rib cages.

(Fig.

4.5)

Cracking Corn - This group of Cape Verdean children are
cracking corn.

This staple food is used to prepare many

dishes in the Island's culture.

(Fig.

4.6)

House Building — The houses are made of crushed rock mixed
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with mortar to form a cement structure.

Roads are layered

using the same materials with cut rocks skillfully placed
into the mortar.

(Fig.

4.7)

Building Houses - Houses under construction.

(Fig.

4.8)

Cape Verdean Faces - The faces of Cape Verdean children are
engaging—whether playing or working their facial
expressions tell of their pride, happiness,
and enjoyment.(Fig 4.9 &

Fig.

friendliness,

4.10)

A Saturday Afternoon - Saturday afternoon is the time when
neighbors come together to wash clothes.

Each person brings

some water to the cement tub to help fill it up.
about 8' by 5'

in diameter and 2' deep.

The tub is

Sounds of joy and

laughter flood the air when people gather to do their
laundry.

Some families wash clothes along side their house

or in the ocean.
4.11 & Fig.

Notice the old fashioned wash board.

(Fig.

4.12)

Fishermen - Cape Verdean men go fishing almost everyday.

The

women meet the boats to pick up the fish for sale at the
marketplace or on the roadside.

(Fig.

4.13 & Fig.

4.14)

Women Traveling to market - Women bring goats and fish to
the marketplace.

Once they arrived at their destinated

marketplace each individual sets up his/her
4.15 & Fig.

4.16)

products.

(Fig.
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Woman prepares her product - Woman cutting up and preparing
her fish to sell at the marketplace.
(Fig.

4.17)

Setting up at marketplace - Each morning individuals come
with their products and set for the day. They display
fruits, vegetable and Portuguese sausage for sale.
4.18 & Fig.

(Fig.

4.19)

Oiects on Head - It is common for people in Cape Verde to
carry all sorts of objects on their heads on their way to
and from the marketplace.
4.22)

(Fig.

20 & Fig.

4.21)

In

(Fig.

a mother travels up the mountain after doing her

laundry the river. Women baling water from the river.

(Fig.

4.23)

Young children - It is common for young children to leave
their home for marketplace and stop off by the river to fish
for lunch.

(Fig.

4.24)

Little girl stands at mothers

destinated area to help with the sale of their product.
(See additional slide list available Appendix page 153-162) .

FIGURES FOR LESSON 1
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Figure 4.4

Undernourished cattle grazing

Figure 4.5

Children cracking com for meal
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Figure 4.6

Figure 4.7

Clay house under construction

Coupleted row of houses
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Figure 4.8

Figure 4.9

Children at play with smiling faces

Cape Verdean children playing
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Figure 4.11

Neighbors come together to do laundry
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Figure 4.12

Figure 4.13

Men meet to go fishing daily

Women gather fish to bring to market
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Figure 4.14

Figure 4.15

Women traveling to market with their
product

A woman transport fish to market
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Figure 4.16

Cleaning and cutting her fish
to sell
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Figure 4.17

Figure 4.18

Fruit and vegetables for sale

Portuguese sausage for sale

Figure 4.1*J

Young girl carrying products to
market

Figure 4.20

Woman traveling to market with
clothing
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—
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Figure 4.23

figure 4.24

Young children catch fish for lunch

Little girl working with her mother
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Focus Questions
Directions to the Student:
view each slide.
1.

Read the question before you

Write your answer in the line below.

Bov with Donkey

Where do you think this boy was going with his donkey?

2.

Women on the Mountain Side

What is the woman carrying on her head?

What do you think she will use it for?

How much do you think the bundle on her head weighs?

3. Cattle Grazing
Do you think these cattle are healthy?

Why or why not?

4. Cracking Corn
What are they doing in this picture?

5. House Building
What materials are being used to build this house?

6. Building Houses
Why is wood not used to build houses

in Cape Verde?
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7. Children Outdoors
What are the children doing?

8. A Saturday Afternoon
What activity is usually performed on Saturday afternoon?

9. Fishmen
Why is fish so important to life on the Cape Verde Islands?

10. Women traveling to marketplace
What do you think the women will do with their products at
the marketplace?

11. Objects on Head
How do you suppose the custom or practice of carrying all
sorts of large objects on one's head came about?

12. Cape Verdean Faces
How do these people feel about themselves?

How is the culture of these slides different from the way we
in the the United States?
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Lesson 2.

Part I The Environment of Cape Verde

Theme/Concept:

NOTE:

Geography

This is a two-part lesson

Background for the Teacher:
archipelago

The Cape Verde Islands is an

(a group of many islands)

consisting of ten

islands and five islets lying some 370 miles off the west
coast of Africa.

The islands are generally small,

isolated from each other.
Antao,
Maio,

Sao Vicente,
Santiago,

poor and

The ten main islands are:

Santa Luzia,

Sao Nicola,

Sal,

Santo

BoaVista,

Brava and Fogo.

The archipelago lies within the northern hemisphere's
subtropical climate belt between 17 and 12
between 22 and 44

longitude.

latitude and

All the islands have been

eroded by sand-bearing winds; many are barren of natural
vegetation except in the interior valleys.
(except for Maio and BoaVista)
precipitous,

Most islands

are mountainous and have

jagged coastlines making access to the sea,

virtually the only dependable source of food,

extremely

difficult.
The archipelago is characterized by little temperature
variation throughout the year.
warmest month,

September is usually the

while February is the coolest.

Most seasonal

variation is in terms of rainfall which typically
between July and October.

Since the late 1960s,

when normal levels returned,

comes
until 1986

rainfall had been very
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irregular,

often barely present.

The resultant drought has

caused widespread survival problems for the inhabitants.
This drought situation will be studied more closely in Part
II of this lesson.

In sum, much of Cape Verde projects an

image of starkest aridity,

of naked rock hills glowing red

under a buring sun.
The geographic location/position of these islands was
key to why they were settled.

Located near the African

coast with good winds and water currents,

they were ideal

stopping points for ships sailing between North America and
Africa and Europe and South America.

Sailors could come out

of storms and take on food and water.

Overview of the Lesson:

Students will use maps to locate

and study the islands in relation to each other and other
regions of the world.

They will gain an understanding of

the geography and climate to the culture of the islands.
They will describe the general physical characteristics
including climate of the Cape Verde Islands and the
relationship of its people to their environment.

Student Learning Objective:

To know the basic geographic

features of the Cape Verde Islands.

Materials and Resources:
1.

A large wall map

(in color)

of the world showing Africa,
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Europe,

North America,

Central America,

South America and

the Cape Verde Islands.
2.

Simple line map showing Africa,

United States,
3.

Portugal,

South America,

and the Cape Verde Islands.

Listing of the ten main Cape Verde Islands with

descriptors of each.
4.

Map of the Cape Verde Archipelago without the island

names printed on it.

Key map with names of

islands

(for the

teacher).
5.

A 12"

length of ribbon.

Procedure:
1.

Give each student a copy of the line map showing the

outlines of South America,

Africa,

Portugal,

United States,

and the Cape Verde Islands.
2.

Gather the students around the large wall map of the

world and have them locate each continent and the exact
location of Cape Verde.

Stretch the length of ribbon

between the United States and the islands and use the scale
on the map to determine the distance to Cape Verde.
3.

Use the background information provided above to tell

the students about the environment,

geography,

and climate

of the islands.
4.

Give each student a copy of the listing of the islands

with the descriptors and a copy of the map with the names of
the islands missing.

Have them try to match the

"island

descriptor" to the outlines on the map by writing the number
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and name on the map.

Have students compare and discuss

their results.

Evaluation:

Have the students rewrite by expanding the

composition written in Lesson 1 with the new information
gained in this lesson.

Caoe Verde Islands and descriptors
The Cape Verde Islands are an archipelago—meaning a
group of islands.

Ten islands make up the archipelago.

Directions to the student
Read the description of each island.

See if you can find

each island on the map using the description.

Write the

number inside the outline of the island and the name below
the outline.

(See Appendix pages 142-146 maps on Cape Verde

Islands).
1.

Santiago is the largest of the cape Verde
Islands. The capitol of Cape Verde, Praia,
this island.

is on

2.

Sal is near the 23 fahrenheit longitude and 17
fahrenheit latitude. This is where the airport is
located.

3.

Sao Vicente is where the port city of Mindelo is
located, 42,000 people live there.

4.

Santo Antao is the most western and northern of the
Cape Verde Islands.

5.

Fogo lies 40 miles west of Santiago and about 14
miles east of Brava.

6.

Brava is the smallest inhabited Cape Verde island.

7.

Boa Vista is the island just below SAL.
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8.

Santa Luzia is the smallest island in the northwest
area of the archipelago.

9.

Sao Nicola is the most central island in the group.

10.

Maio is the island closest to SANTIAGO.
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Lesson 2.

Part II Drought on the Cape Verde Islands

Theme/Concept:

Climate and Culture

Background for the Teacher;

Severe and long periods of no

rainfall in Cape Verde has historically been a primary
feature of the environment and life.

In the worst of times

drought lasting many years has devastated Cape Verdean
people with hunger,

disease,

and death.

runs only from mid-summer to mid-fall.
in Praia,

The rainy season
The average rainfall

the capitol of Cape Verde is only 9.5 inches

annually.
In periods of normal rainfall only four of the ten
inhabited islands—Sao Antao,
support agriculture,
economy.

Brava,

Fogo and Santiago—can

the basis of Cape Verde's subsistence

During periods of drought almost nothing can be

grown even on these four islands which have relatively large
groundwater reserves.
Many Cape Verdeans live on the edge of survival even
though national programs of water and soil conservation are
directed toward expanding land which is cultivable.

A major

focus of development since Cape Verdean independence in 1975
has been the construction of catchment dams and of stone and
earth retaining walls to capture what rainfall does fall for
groundwater supplies.

Laborers,

limited to two per family,

are constantly at work building roads and dams needed for
national survival.
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The following figures give you an idea of the tragedy
brought by the drought conditions.
Table 4.1

Years of Famine

Victims

Years

Between 1747

Total

and 1900

50

250,000

Between 1900 and 1970

25

135,000

Table 4.2

Years of the Great Famines

Percentage of Total Population to Die of Drought Related
Disease and Starvation
1773-76
1830-33
1863-66
1900-03
1920-22
1940-43
1946-48

50%
35%
40%
25%
20%
15%
35%

These statistics came from Cape Verde and Its People - A
Short History Part I.
Almeida, Raymond and Nyhan, Patricia.
The American Committee for Cape Verde, Inc. Boston, MA.
1976.
Overview of the Lesson:
rich"

environment

(rainfall)

(lack of rainfall).
environment,

i.e.

Students will compare a
with a

"water poor"

"water
environment

They will understand that the natural

drought conditions—has brought hunger,

provety and disease over the centuries to the islands and
has caused much of the migration to America,

Africa and

South America.
Student Learning Objectives:
1.

Students will:

Gain an understanding of what causes drought.
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2.

Learn how drought affects

life in the Cape Verde

Islands.
3.

Learn how Cape Verdeans cope with drought.

Preparation for the Student;

Vocabulary to be reviewed:

Drought - a long period of dry weather;

continued lack of

rain.
Famine - lack of food in a place;

Procedure:
1.

starvation.

Writing-discussion activities

Discuss with the students the following:

Name all of the uses of water each day in their homes?
How much water does each student use each day?
gallons.

Estimate in

Where does the city and town water come from?

What would happen if suddenly the water supply into homes
and schools were shut off for a day,
year? What would you do?
2.

a week,

a month,

a

How would it affect your life?

Contact the local weather bureau to find out the average

rainfall per month and annually in your area.

Consult the

newpapers to see if rainfall amounts are given on a
cumulative basis.

Compare the local amounts with the 9.5"

annually in the Cape Verde Islands.
3.

Have the students imagine or pretend that they are

visiting the Cape Verde Islands and when they arrive they
find that there has been no rainfall

in over a year.

Have

each student write a letter to a friend or relative back
home about what they expect to see in Cape Verde as a result
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of the drought and what life is actually like while they are
visiting the islands;

that is,

what is life like in Cape

Verde without water?

Have students read their letters aloud

and compare their responses.
4.

Use the information in the background section above with

your students to give them a knowledge base about the
pervasive drought history of the islands and its effects on
life.

Evaluation:
1.

Read this poem to your students or write it on the

chalkboard.

It is a well known Cape Verdean poem-song.

SADNESS
While the sun burns the fields
While the sea runs around,
you will have this destination, Cape Verde,
To see your children going away.
It comes for everybody, the hour of leaving
Father, mother, brothers, and sisters taking leave.
The beloved sail, searching another level of life
That they can't find in Cape Verde.
Discuss with the students the meaning of this poem in
relation to the lesson.
2.

Here is the title to a poem that could be written about

Cape Verde.
WATER,

Have your students create poems around it:

WATER EVERYWHERE—BUT NOT A DROP TO DRINK.
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Lesson 3. A Historical Timeline of the Cape Verde Islands

Theme/Concept:

History

Background for the Teacher;

In 1462,

Portuguese settlers

arrived at Santiago and founded Ribeira Grande
Cidade Velha),

(now called

the first European city in the Tropics.

the 16th century,

the archipelago prospered from the trans-

Atlantic slave trade.

Pirates occasionally attacked the

Portuguese settlements.
Grande in 1585.

In

Sir Francis Drake sacked Ribeira

After a French attack in 1712,

the city

declined in importance relative to Praia, which became the
capitol in 1770.
The archipelago has experienced recurrent drought and
famine since the 18th century and with the decline of the
slave trade,
However,

its fragile prosperity slowly vanished.

the Island's position astride mid-Atlantic shipping

lanes made Cape Verde an ideal location for resupplying
ships.

Because of its excellent harbor, Mindelo,

island of Sao Vicente,

on the

became an important commerical center

during the 19th century.
Portugal changed Cape Verde's status from a colony to an
overseas province in 1951 to prevent growing nationalism.
Nevertheless,

in 1956, Amilcar Cabral,

a Cape Verdean and

Rafael Barbosa organized in Guinea Bissau

(West Africa)

clandestine African Party for the Independence of Guinea

the
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Bissau and Cape Verde

(P.A.I.G.C.)/ which demanded

improvement in economic,

social,

and political conditions in

Cape Verde and Portuguese Guinea and formed the basis of the
two nation's independence movements.
headquarters to Conakry,

Moving its

Guinea in 1960,

the P.A.I.G.C.

began an armed rebellion against Portugal in 1961.

Acts of

sabatage eventually grew into a war in Portuguese Guinea
that pitted 10,000 Soviet-bloc-supported P.A.I.G.C.

soldiers

against 35,000 Portuguese and African troops.
By 1972,

the P.A.I.G.C controlled much of Portuguese

Guinea despite the presence of Portuguese troops.
logistical reasons,

For

the organization did not attempt to

disrupt Portuguese control in Cape Verde.
April 1974 revolution in Portugal, however,

Following the
the P.A.I.G.C.

became an active political movement in Cape Verde.
In December 1974,

the P.A.I.G.C.

and Portugal signed an

agreement providing for a transitional government composed
of Portuguess and Cape Verdeans.

On June 30,

1975,

Cape

Verdeans elected a National Assembly which received the
instruments of independence from Portugal on July 5,

1975.

Immediately following a November 1980 coup in Guinea
Bissau

(Port Guinea declared independence in 1973 and was

granted de jure independence in 1974)
two countries became strained.

relations between the

Cape Verde abandoned its

hope for unity with Guinea Bissau and formed the African
Party for Independence of Cape Verde

(P.A.I.C.V.).

Nevertheless,

problems have since been resolved and

relations between both countries have been as one sovereign
state to another.

Overview of the Lesson:

Students will develop a timeline to

learn about events in the development of the Cape Verde
Islands and changes overtime up to the Independence Day of
Cape Verde in 1975.
- 1975.

The timeline will cover the period 1456

Students will match 17 dated events with marks on a

timeline.

Student Learning Objective:
Understand a sequence of events
history.

(major)

in Cape Verde

Understand generally how Cape verdean Independence

came about.

Name persons important to the history of Cape

Verde.

Materials and Resources:
Historical facts about Cape Verde Islands
Timeline
Pencil with an eraser

Preparation for Students:
Vocabulary:

Students know the meaning of the word

Chronology—an arrangement of the exact dates of events in
the order in which they happened.

Procedure:
1.

Distribute a copy of the historical facts about Cape
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Verde which also includes the timeline to be completed.
2.

Using a "read-aloud" approach have each student read one

of the facts in the order given.

Point out what the facts

are not in chronological order.
3.

Present the concept of a timeline by explaining its

function,

i.e.,

it is more than just dates,

but rather,

a

way to "tell a story" by putting events and happenings in a
sequence.
4.

Read the directions with the students and have them

working individually or in pairs,

to match the dates of the

events with the dated marks on the line.
5.

Optional-while students are working on the timeline, put

the line on the chalkboard for recording their results for
all children to view.

Evaluation;

Have each student write a 50-word essay on the

history of the Cape Verde Islands from 1456 to 1975.

Historical Facts about the Cape Verde Islands
Directions: Match the letter for each fact with a date on
the Timeline.

The first one is done for you.

in Appendixes page 194)

(See timeline
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Lesson 4.

Emigration to America

Theme/Concept;

Change

Background for the Teacher:

Throughout the 1700 and 1800s,

severe drought led to stretches of famine,
mortality on the Cape Verde Islands.

disease,

and high

Many Cape Verdean

escaped this misery by boarding whaling vessels,

fishing

boats and merchant ships bound for Africa and America,
captains looked for cheap labor on their ships.
1800s, whaling ships were taking Cape Verdeans
Fogo and Brava)

to round out their crews,

as

By the mid(mainly from

as American

sailors found the pay too low and working conditions too
miserable.

When whalers returned to their home ports such

as New Bedford, Massachusetts and Providence,

Rhode Island,

Cape Verdeans preferred to jump to costal vessels and
fishing boats,
New England,

and so a Cape Verdean community developed in

primarily in New Bedford.

With the decline and eventual disappearance of whaling
in New Bedford,

increasing numbers of Cape Verdean men were

able to purchase old-whaling-fishing vessels and outfit them
for carrying cargo and passengers from the Cape Verde
Islands to America.

Known as packet ships,

these Cape

Verdean—owned vessels allowed Cape Verdeans to control their
own means of passage/emigration to America.
Between 1860 and 1934,

over 23,000 emigrants arrived in
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New Bedford from Cape Verde on some 450 voyages across the
Atlantic.

Today,

this southeastern Massachusells city has

the oldest and largest

(about 17,000)

in the United States.

It is estimated that there are

125,000 Cape Verdeans in New England.

Cape Verdean community

(See Appendix page

194)
Cape Verdean-born Americans and the ancestors of the
second,

third and fourth generation Cape Verdean-Americans

who immigrated made the change on a voluntary basis.

Today,

they represent the only major community of Americans of
African descent who were not brought as slaves to the
Americas or the Caribbean.
Cape Verdeans developed a reputation for hard work,
discipline and honesty in perhaps the most dangerous and
demanding of all industries—the by-gone whaling industry,
the Cape Verdean seamen "known collectively as Braves
usually surpassed all others of whatever racial or national
origin."

The whaling industry run by old Yankees

appreciated the skills and discipline of the Cape Verde
seamen.

Overview of the Lesson:

First,

to understand that America

is a nation of immigrants and to help personalize this
lesson,

an immigrant profile of the ancestors and relatives

of the students in the class will be generated.

Brief

popular biographies of two immigrant families will be
presented to the students.

The hard work,

discipline and
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sacrifice of Cape Verdeans in America and their achievements
will be highlighted.

The students and the teacher will

conduct oral history interviews with Cape Verdean immigrants
to understand the emigration process and fulfill the
objective of the lesson.

Student Learning Objective:
1.

Students will learn that:

Cape Verdean people in America,

past and present,

immigrated on a voluntary basis and were not slaves in
America.
2.

Cape Verdeans are still immigrating to America.

3.

The reasons for and the process of the relocation of

Cape Verdeans to America in the 1800s and into the 1900s to
the present.
4.

Cape Verdeans contributed significantly to the

development and success of the by-gone whaling industry in
America.
5.

Cape Verdeans have developed strong and productive

families in America.

Materials and Resources:

Newspaper Articles:

"Centenarian's Tales of a Voyage Long Ago Lie Too Deep to
Tell."
October,

Ibelle,
1993

Bill.

New Bedford Standard-Times.

"Hard Work and Big Dreams" Payoff is 4

Scholarship and Counting for Cape Verdean Family."
Lynda.

The Boston Globe.

1993

Oral History Questionnaire; Tape recorder; Tapes.

Gorov,
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Preparation for the Teacher:

Two newspaper accounts on the

lives of two Cape Verdean immigrants should be read both as
background and for specific examples of the meaning and
essence of Cape Verdean immigration.

Preparation for the Student:

Conduct the following

readiness or opening activity to introduce the lesson.
each student select or identify
parents)

or relative at home,

(inconsultation with

one ancestor or immediate

relative who immigrated to America.

Grandparents or great-

grandparents are suggested—but it could be an aunt,
or even a parent.

Have

uncle

As a home assignment have each student

gather and write up a brief report that will give the
following information about the ancestor or relative
selected.
1.

Ancestor:

2.

Year of Immigration:

3.

Age when immigrated:

4.

From-to-Where and Reason:

Make this a weekend assignment and when all students have
completed the assignment have them share the information and
write the results on the chalkboard under the above
headings.

Hold a discussion about where people came from,

when, why and at what age.
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Vocabulary:

Review the meaning of the terms:

Immigration/Emigration
Migration
Discuss the difference between the two used.
Procedure:
1.

The stories of two families.

Read and paraphase the

stories of Jose Andrade and the Fernandes family to your
students as reported in the news accounts.

Focus question:
did Mr.

What do these families have in common?

Andrade and the Fernandes leave Cape Verde?

Why

How

have they succeeded to have strong families in America?
2.

Oral history interviews.

recent

Invite two immigrants,

(within last twenty years)

long-ago

(1920s,

30s,

interviews with them.
history interviews

or 40s)

one

and one who immigrated

and conduct oral history

Do one at a time.

Explain that oral

should be tape-recorded and is a way to

learn about what happened in the past.

Brainstorm with the

students the topics or questions they would like to explore
or ask about with the interviewee.

An Oral History

Questionnaire has been prepared for this activity.
interview should last about 25 - 30 minutes.

The

Some

background information and guidelines on oral history
interviewing are attached to this

lesson.

A Release Form is

also provided to be signed by the interviewee,

so that the

tape recording can be transcribed if you choose to do so and
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or place the tape cassette in the library for future
educational use.

(see Appendix for additional

information on

emigration and release form Appendix pages 147-149)
Evaluation:

Have your students write biographies on the

interviewee based on the oral history interviewee
information.

ORAL HISTORY QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

Please give me your full name.

2.

Would you spell your name for me.

3.

When were you born?

4.

Where were you born?

5.

when did you leave the Cape Verde Islands?

Which island

did you leave from?
6.

Why did you leave?

7.

How did you travel to America?

What was the trip like?

How did you feel about leaving Cape Verde?
8.

Where did you first settle?

9.

Why did you settle or move there?

10.

What was life like for you when you first arrived?

11.

What has been your occupation since coming to America?

12.

Have you been back to the Cape Verde Islands?

what reason?
13.

Is life better for you here?

Why or why not?

Have students make up further questions.

Why,

for
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Ibelle

(1993)

"New Bedford's oldest whaler turned 100

last

month and his life is a testament to all that is strong and
true bout this

immigrant city.

Jose Rozario Andrade was born on September 20,
the island of St.

Nicholas in Cape Verde.

1993,

on

It was beautiful

but improvished land.
So in 1912,

at the ripe young age of 19,

Mr.

Andrade

signed up for a two-year voyage aboard the whaling bark
Bertha.

It was to be his first and last whaling voyage.

Eighty-one years later - at the ripe old age 100 years
and two days - Mr.

Andrade walks under his own power to a

chair in his living room.

Though his body is bent,

handshake is as strong as that of a manual

his

laborer half his

age.
His daughter,

Ann Pinto,

explains to him that his

visitor has come to talk about his whaling days.
"The bark Bertha," he says,

nodding at the memory.

"She

was a whaling ship."
But he switches the subject immediately.
"I had a ship of my own,

you know.

Ah,

yes - the Brunhilde."

His daughter explains again that his vistor came to talk
about whaling.

She tries to prompt his memory,

he did aboard ship

("it was green - so,

so green"),

remembers of the size and power of the whale
Oh,

sure.

asking what
what he

("Was I scared?

What else could I be?")

When she asks about the whale's eyes,

he

looks up at her
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apparently startled by the question.
"It's a life you can never forget,” he says.

"It as a

tough life."
But then a curtain comes down across Mr.

Andrade's

memory and the brief opportunity to gain a firsthand view of
his whaling years is lost for the afternoon.
It would be easy to pass off sudden memory lapse to
advancing years,
members,
Mr.

but after speaking with several family

I was not so sure.
Andrade's oldest daughter,

Mary Bargasse,

an incident a week earlier when 275

described

friends and relatives

gathered at Days Inn to celebrate Mr.

Andrade's 100th

birthday.
A former neighbor approached the head table to present
Mr.

Andrade with a harpoon.
"What's a whaler without a harpoon?" the neighbor said

as he handed the prize to the guest of honor.

But Mr.

Andrade's reaction was not what anyone expected.
"He said,

"Oh no,

oh no,'" recalled Mrs.

could see the sadness in this man.

Bargasse.

It was amazing.

moment he must have flashed back to something.

Mr.

At that

I was sitting

right next to him and I could see it in his face.
arm around him and I could feel

"I

I put my

it."

Andrade rarely spoke of whaling when his daughters

were growing up.

It wasn't until the children began to prod

him years later that they got a glimpse of

life aboard the
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Bertha.

It was chapter of his

life with terror,

loss and

regret.
He told them about the famed "Nantucket sleigh rides"
when whales pulled six crewmen in a 30-foot boat a
terrifying speeds while the whale dived and surfaced and
struggled to free itself from the whaler's harpoon.
During one of those chaotic rides Mr.

Andrade's cousin

got his foot tangled in the line and was pulled overboard to
his death.
But what Mrs.

Pinto remembers most distinctly is the way

her father described the whale's eyes.
"He had tears in his eyes when he talked about it,"
said.

she

" He described how the whale would look right at him

with those big eyes.

Then he would go down and the tall

would come up and almost break the boat apart.

He always

talked about those big eyes."
Maybe this was the image Mr.

Andrade flashed back to

when his neighbor presented him with that harpoon a few
weeks back.

Or maybe it was his memory of the whale's last

moments after it was harpooned,

exhausted and finally lanced

through the lung.
"He talked about the sound of the whale dying."
Mrs.

Pinto.

said

"He said their cries sounded just like a baby.

He could remember that crying for a long time."
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In spite of the hardship,

Mr.

Andrade has some fond

memories of his whaling voyage - like the women of Los
Palmos,

in the Canary Islands.

"His eyes would light up whenever he spoke of Los
Palmos,” recalled Mrs.

Pinto.

"He would tell us that was

where he saw the most beautiful women in the world.
always talked about their long,

He

dark hair."

It was also aboard the Bertha that he first heard of a
city across the ocean New Bedford where a young man could
make a better life.
In spite of its romantic appeal,
small chapter in Mr.
profitable one.

Andrade's

whaling was a very

long life.

And not a very

By the end of his two-year voyage,

he had

earned a grand total of $24.
When he returned to Cape Verde,

he used his meager wages

to book passage to America,

where he soon got a job as a

farmhand in Little Compton.

He was 22

and spent the next

decade building a life for himself in the New World.
weekened,
earnings

Each

he traveled to New Bedford to deposit weekly
($10)

at the New Bedford Institution for Savings.

*three years later,

longing to return to sea,

job in the lightship service,
In 1920,
years later,

Mr.

earning $62

he landed a

a month.

Andrade bought three West End homes;

four

he bought his beloved Brunhilde - a graceful

102-foot schooner that he sailed regularly between New
Bedford and Cape Verde.

He delivered farm supplies,

clothes
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and food to the islands and returned with passengers to
America.
It was through the Brunhilde that Mr.
future wife,

Ana Oliveira.

Andrade met his

His first captain told him of a

relative living back in Cape Verde.

The exchanged letters,

a

marriage was arranged and they wed on the island of St.
Nicholas on March 15,
Mr.

1926.

Andrade took his bride back to New Bedford aboard

the Brunhilde and it was on that honeymoon voyage that they
conceived their first child.
They set up house at 303 Ash St.,
and lived a happy but uneventful

had five more children

life together for the next

33 years.
There have been some tragedies in Mr.

Andrade's long

life -in 1929 the Brunhilde foundered in a storm off Cape
Verde,

in 1959 his wife suffered a heart attack and died in

his arms and in 1972 the government demolished his houses as
part of urban renewal.

But through it all,

a rich life of hard work,

firm morals and,

Mr.

Andrade lived

above all,

family.
At 100 years old,
fade,

Mr.

Andrade's memory has begun to

and with it goes a complex chapter in the city's

history.
But his accomplishments will not fade because values he
brought to new country will

live on in his six children,

grandchildren and 18 great grandchildren.

18
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His offspring have gone on to become doctors,
nurses,

correctional officers,

workers,

dietitians,

and businessmen.

oceanographers,

police officers,

dentists,

social

firefighters,

chefs

They have attended some of the finest

schools in the country including Brown and Wellesley.
Mr.

Andrade's legacy will not be that he once spent two

years hunting whales,

but that he spent the next 79 years,

building a solid life for his family in his adopted country.
"We've been blessed with a wonderful father,"
Pinto.

said Mrs.

"This man came from roots of poverty and did

something with his life.

He instilled that in us and we all

did something with our lives.
can't buy."

That's something that money

(See picture of Mr.

Andrade on next page).
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Figure 4.25

Mr . Jose Andrade
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Gorov

(1993)

Long before there was a house,

and the

family of seven was piled into a relative's place,
were house rules:
homework,

play,

Breakfast,

bed.

school,

homework,

No after-schools jobs,

dinner with the family,

no weekend parties.

there

supper,

no skipping
The only gang

the five Fernandes children were allowed to join was the
honor society.
At one time or another,
rules,

each of them chafed at the

sometimes even broke them.

Punishment was swift:

having to hear that they were breaking the hearts of parents
who gave up money,

home and security in Cape Verde so that

their sons and daughter could get an American education.
"To leave everything behind and come with nothing,
took a lot of love,"
and youngest at 17.
Neither did they,

said Margarida Fernandes,

her parents say.

of long hours at factory pay,
have what they came for:

A decade after arriving

Jorge,

after a decade

Elisa and Adolfo Fernandes

four sons in college on

a daughter on her way,

those diplomas

the only girl

"So we kind of had no choice."

in Boston with no English and little money,

scholarship,

and a house to put all

in.

the oldest at 25,

is at the University of Hawaii,

working toward a PhD in international relations.
three,

The next

who also attended Maidison Park High School

Roxbury,
Rui,

that

in

are at Boston University.
25

is in his first year of dental school;

Leo,

20
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is a junior in engineering.

Antonio,

18,

who worked behind a

meat counter last summer to earn book money,
scholarship freshman.
School,

Margarida,

is a full-

a senior at Boston Latin

plans to be a veterinarian.

But bright as they are,

the Fernandes children say their

book smarts have nothing on the smarts their parents have
exhibited.
"The education you get at home decides what you do
outside the house,"

said Elisa Fernandes,

as Rui translated

the blend of Portuguese and Creole that the family speaks at
home.

"From the moment they take their first steps,

to say,

"Don't touch this,

the first kid to the last,

don't do that,'"

she said.

"From

the rules never changed."

But the rules were never random.
For instance,

you have

Each had its reason.

although money was tight and still

is,

the

children were not allowed part-time jobs until the end of
their junior years

in high school.

Their parents believe a

little spending money leads to a desire for more,
turn,

and,

in

more hours working and fewer spent studying.

"I really disliked that one,"

said Rui,

a high school

valedictorian with plans to be an oral surgeon.
friends were coming in with fancy clothers,
understand.

"When my

I didn't

Now I realize they didn't want us to get money

in our heads." Or,

as his baby brother,

Antonio,

week he moved away from home and into a BU dorm,

put it the
"Our

parents didn't want us to end up doing what they did.
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They wanted us to be happy.”
in Dorchester,

Although they now own a house

a three-bedroom fixer-upper that they are

restoring themselves,

Elisa and Adolfo Fernandes concede

they are happier with their children's successes in America
than with their own.
Back in Cape Verde,
Africa,
a nurse,

500 miles off the coast of West

Elisa never had to work outside the home.

Adolfo was

a prestigious position more akin to doctoring on an

island with scarce medical resources.
In Santiago,

they had space.

In Boston,

as their first

snow had them shivering in their thin clothes,
with Adolfo's parents and found factory jobs,
$250 total for a full week of work.

they moved in
bringing home

After seven months,

Elisa quit her $3-an-hour sewing job and has worked as a
machine assembler in Dorchester ever since.
"Phew,

it was tough,”

said Adolfo,

who speaks soft,

halting English and who is now a supervisor in a factory in
Norwood that makes medical diagnostic equipment.
understand about English.

I have no car,

”1 don't

no nothing,

and

it's cold outside.
"Most of the time we seriously contemplated going back
because our money didn't make ends meet."
Still,

they stayed to become permanent residents,

living with relatives,

then below them,

then in an apartment

in Uphams Corner so tiny that the four boys shared one
bedroom.

first
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The children learned English fast,

motivated by their

parents and the fun that the other grade schoolers were
having.

By high school,

however,

classmates stopped asking

them to parties. Worried about the influence youths they
didn't know would have on their sons,
them turn most invitations down.

their parents made

By senior year,

Rui says,

the boys barely went out at all.
"Basically,
Said Antonio,
too.

we'd just chill together," he said.

"Two of my best friends have kids.

I don't even want to get into that story.

Other guys,

I just want

to get a better life for myself."
Over the years, Antonio and his siblings marveled at
their parents' willingness to sacrifice for a single goal.
More than words, more than threats,

they say,

that love kept

them in line.
"I definitely think some parents are too lenient," said
Rui,

as his own looked on with smiles.

weeknights until 12,

"If you're out on

the chance is you're not going to do

your homework when you get home."
Elisa herself prefers to focus on structure,

saying that

parents need to enforce it and children secretly desire it.
"How can a mother not control her child?" she said.
the US,

kids have all these rights and freedoms.

Verde, we are free to discipline our children.

"In

In Cape

You have to

give them structure."
The years of enforced structure are almost over for the
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Fernandes parents.
Boston,

They figure they have a few more years in

at least until the youngest is comfortably in

college.
"We will see what will be when everyone is in their
respective places,
Elisa.

doing what they should be doing," said

"We know we want to go home again."

She also knows that the children are probably not going
with her. Although the plan was for all five to use their
educations to serve Cape Verde,

they are Americans now,

if their passports say otherwise.

even

They say that this is the

home that their parents gave them and that gave them five
chances.
"They've pretty much lived their lives for us kids,
they should get the rest for themselves," said Rui.
got lucky,

getting parents who go that extra step,

taught us what steps to take for ourselves."
Fernandes Family on next page).

and

"We just
and who

(See picture of

Fernandes Family
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Lesson 5.

Crioulo: The Cape Verdean Language

Theme/Concent:

Culture

Background for the Teacher;
Cape Verdean people.

Crioulo is the language of the

It is a creolized language meaning

that it is a language formed by the mixture of two languages
and learned by later generations as their native tongue—in
this case Portuguese and African languages.

The Crioulo

language has borrowed much of its vocabulary from
Portuguese.

But its rhythm,

intonation,

its "inner feeling"

and its grammar show distinctive African influences.

The

"soul" of the Cape Verdean experience finds its only true
expression in the language which developed in response to
the early history of intense cultural conforntation between
peoples and institutions of two different worlds—African
and Portugal.

It served as a vehicle for inter-ethnic

communication among African slaves from different regions of
Africa's west coast who were brought to the Cape Verdean
Islands as slaves.

Today,

Crioulo is the everyday language

of the Cape Verdean people on the Islands and in America.
It is a distinctive feature of their culture.

Overview of the Lesson:

Students will be introduced to the

Cape Verdean language through everyday conversation.
will learn some colloqualisms in Crioulo,
compare Crioulo with Portuguese.

They

and they will
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Student Learning Objective:

Students will be able to

converse with common sayings and colloquialisms using
Crioulo.

Material and Resources:

Crioulo and Portuguese translations

of English.

Preparation for the Student:
1.

Ask the students what common expressions or sayings and

questions they use everyday,
chalkboard.

and list them on the

If the following are not given add them to the

student's list:

Good morning; Thank you; How are you? What

is vour name?
2.

Ask the students how many different languages are spoken

by students in the school,

in their city or town,

and at

home?

Materials and Resources:

Crioulo and Portuguese

translations of English sayings and questions.

Procedure:

Using the translations,

orally to the Crioulo.
days or week.

introduce your students

Spread the activity out over several

Start with "Good morning" and "How are you".

You may want to give the students the entire sheet with the
translations on the day you begin the lesson to heighten
their interest and to give them the translations to study
and practice at home.
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Explain the origin of the language to the students.
Have the students compare the Crioulo with the Portuguese
and note the similarities and differences.

Evaluation;

Use the Crioulo with your students on a daily

basis until they become comfortably conversant with this
language.

Invite a Cape Verdean person from the community

or a teacher who is Cape Verdean to your class to conduct an
extended basic oral language experience with Crioulo.

CRIOULO AND PORTUGUESS
Translations
PORTUGUESE

ENGLISH

CRIOULO

Good day

Bon dia

Bom dia

How are you?

Kumo busta?

Como vai voce?

Thank you

Obrigadu

Obrigado

You're welcome

Nada

De nada

Please

Por Favor

Faz Favor

What is your name?

Kum e bu nomi?

Que e seu nome?

My name is

Nha nomi e

Chamo-me

What time is it?

Ki hora sta

Que horas sao?

See you tomorrow

Ate manha

Ate amanha

See you later

Ate logu

Ate logo
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Lesson 6. Music of the Cape Verdean People

Theme/Concept:

Culture

Background for the Teacher:
maintain its origin,

history,

Every ethnic group seeks to
and culture.

The originality

of Cape Verdean music and poetry set to music is one way to
distinguish the identity of this group.
In MA Salute to Cape Verdean Musicians and Their Music"
by Ronald Barboza,
Barbara Master

(1989)

(Rehms)

there is a passage written by

as follows:

Musical forms, instruments and ideas
connecting music with occasion have been
brought since the 1850's by Cape verdean
immigrants from the island of New
Bedford.
The forms that have been
brought from the islands and maintained
in America have undergone many changes
over the years since Cape Verdeans first
came to America.
Not all musical forms
and events present on the islands were
brought to America.
The process of translating a musical
culture is a multi-faceted one, and the
reasons for continuity and change are
numerous.
Musicians' personal
preferences also have an effect on music
maintained in their new home.
People
from different islands have brought
slightly different musical styles, which
have been combined to a degree in the
American setting.
Also, people from
different islands live in close
proximity in America, whereas in the
archipelago they might have lived and
died without ever visiting another
island.
The situation in the United States also
affected the selection of musical
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elements to some degree.
New Bedford's
urban setting and temporate climate were
less amenable to all-night dances in the
streets at Christmas time, for example.
Nor was it possible for funeral
processions or religious festivals to be
carried out exactly as they had been in
the archipelago.

Cape Verdean music and song is especially tied to
festivals,

dancing and funerals.

Dance music has been by

far the most important aggregate of musical forms brought
from the islands.
The music in New England Cape Verdean communities most
frequently performed has been largely Crioulo mornas.
mornas like its name is "sad".
themes of emigration,
family and country.

love,

The

The morna usually deals with

and nostalgia for friends,

The morna played and sung throughout

Cape Verde has been called "the window to the Cape Verdean
soul".

Usually sung from a man's point of view,

in a serenading fashion to Cape Verdean women.
instruments involved consist of a violin,

it is sung
The

two guitars,

and a

viola.

Overview of the Lesson;
1.

Students will read,

Verde My Country"

interpret and sing two morna,

(Terra Minha)

Cape Verde Islands;

which expresses love for the

"The Hour of Starting"

which expresses grief of leaving Cape Verde
a new life in America.
2.

"Cape

(Hora Di Bai)
(Fogo)

to start

(See songs Appendix pages 149 - 150)

Cape Verdean musicians will be invited to the class or
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school to sing, play instruments,

and discuss their music

and instruments.

Student Learning Objective:

Students will learn about the

culture of Cape Verdean people through their songs and
music.

Materials and Resources;
Piano music, words in Crioulo,
for "Cape Verde My Country".

and the English translation

Piano music, words in Crioulo,

and the English translation for "The Hour of Starting".
Source of the above compositions:
Maria de Sousa.
Providence, R.

Hora Pi Bai.

P. Jose

Cape Verdean American Federation,
I.

E.

1973.

Preparation bv the Teacher:

Arrange with the music teacher

and a pianist to work with you and the students to learn to
sing the above mornas.

Procedure:
1.

Distribute to the students the English translation of

"Cape Verde My Country".

Read the poem-song with the

students and discuss its meaning with them.
message or main idea being expressed?

What is the

Have the pianist play

the music several times for the students to listen to get
the melody and pacing.

2.

Repeat procedure 1 with "The Hour of Starting".

You may
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want to give this as a silent or independent reading
activity and then have a group discussion about its meaning.
3.

Two renowned Cape Verdean musicians and an international

known singing group,

all in the New Bedford,

Massachusetts

area can be invited to your class or school.

Bio-sketches

of John "Joli" Gonsalves,

Michael

"Tunes" Antunes,

Tavares Brothers accompany this lesson.

Mr.

and

Gonsalves is

especially experienced in working with groups of all ages.
Information on how to contact the above artists can be
obtained from Ameila Rebeiro-Ambrose.

Evaluation:

Questions for discussion.

1.

How do Cape Verdeans feel about their country?

2.

How do the mornas make you feel?

sad?

Do they make you feel

Why or Why not?

CAPE VERDE MY COUNTRY

I
Cape Verde, my beloved country,
As no one else in the world,
I love you so poor and dry,
My mothers fatherland.
II
Thy name is a holy prayer
Ever spread on my lips,
Up springing from heart's heat
When you weep too I wreep.
III
When you sing I sing,
So much I love you!
Light of my eyes.
Shadowed by the holy Cross.
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THE HOUR OF STARTING

I
The hour of taking-off.
Full of sensitivity.
The hour of going-out is sad,
Full of sorrow and pain.
II
The
taking-off
is
a
bitter
ache.
His author surely had no heart.
The
leaving
is
pain
in
my
heart,
from the loved one being cut¬
off.

Ill
Going
away
from
Fogo
(Cape
Verde)
I should prefer going out of
the world.
what deep sorrow,
how dreadful the feeling.

Figure 4.27

John P.

"Joli" Gonsalves

Hayden (1993) John P. "Joli” Gonsalves established
himself as an accomplished singer in both the Cape
Verdean music and folklore and the American music
tradition.
In the 1950's he was a member of and toured
the country with the Harry Belafonte Folklore Singers.
He was first a vocalist and percussionist with the
first Cape Verdean orchestra-the Cape Verdean All-Starto go on a national tour in 1947.
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Figure 4.28

Michael

"Tunes" Antunes

Hayden (1993) Michael "Tunes" Antunes has been a
saxophonist with the world famous John Cafferty and the
Beaver Brown Band for 17 years.
The group holds a Double
Platinum Album Award for sales of 2,000,000 of Scotti
Brothers Records Long Playing Album of the Original
Motion Picture Soundtrack, "Eddie and the Cruisers,"
and
a Canadian Platinum for 100,000 copies sold of the same
album.
Michael Antunes was the co-star of the hit movie
Eddie and the Cruisers I in 1983.
The movie premiered in
New Bedford on October 13, 1983 and this was only the
second time a film has premiered in the city—the first
being Down to the Sea in Ships, in the 1940s.
From
1954 - 56, "Tunes" played with the Cape Verdean
Ultramarine Band.
He comes from a family with a long
history playing Crioulo music—his grandfather Joaquim
was a violinist and his father Peter was a bassist and
organist, both well known locally.
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Figures 4.29

Tavares

Hayden (1993) Tavares is a nationally and internationally
famous rhythm and blues group of five brothers (Ralph,
Arthur, Antone, Feliciano and Perry) who were raised in
New Bedford.
They started singing locally and in Boston
in 1965 as the "Turnpikes" and changed their group name
to Tavares while on tour in Italy in 1971.
Their first
recording—"Check It Out"—was released in 1973 and they
went on to produce 13 more hit labels, winning six Gold
Albums (sales at 500,000) and one Platinum Album (sales
at one million).
Tavares won two Grammy awards—one in
1975 for "Saturday Night Fever," and the second in 1982
for "Penny for Your Thoughts," Tavares has sung with
Gladys Knight and the Pips, The Jackson Five, the Bee
Gees, The Temptations, Johnny Mathis, Lou Rawls and The
O'Jays.
Tavares are still singing (Ralph retired in
1984) in Europe, the Caribbean and across the
U. S.
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Lesson 7.

Food in Cape Verdean Life

Theme/Concept:

Culture

Background for the Teacher:

Maize or corn

(milho)

was

introduced into the Cape Verde Islands around 1515 and was
being cultivated in the island of Santiago before the
Portuguese learned of it.

Today,

milho is the staple food

of the Cape Verde Islanders and grown in household gardens
wherever it can survive.
variety of ways;

Women prepare and cook it in the

they also do most of the planting,

cultivating and harvesting of milho.
Legumes
(fish),
(cheese)

(tuberous vegetables),

carne

frutas

(meat-goat is popular),

(fruits),

ovos

(eggs)

peixe
and keju

are the basic food types used in Cape Verde.

In Cape Verdean-American homes rice and potatoes are
served with most meats.
steamed dishes of meat,
vegetables.

Finely ground corn is basic for
fish,

Tropical fruits,

yams and other tuberous
especially bananas are basic

to Cape Verdean meals.
A Cape Verdean-American Cookbook
English)

believed to be the only such cookbook of its kind

can be purchased from CVN Cookbooks,
Bedford,

(in both Crioulo and

MA

categories:

02741.

P.

0.

Box H 3063,

New

It contains recipes in three

culinaria - food dishes;

and bebidas - beverages.

docaria - desserts;
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Overview of the Lesson:
traditional food dish,

Three recipes,

one for a

one for banana cake and one for sweet

milk will be used to introduce the students to the different
food preparations

in Cape Verdean homes.

Students will have

the opportunity to sample the foods.

Student Learning Objective:
Students will
prepare.

learn about different foods that Cape Verdeans

Students will compare the Cape Verdean staple food

with that of their cultural or ethnic group or family.

Materials and Resources:
Sweet Milk.

Recipes for Jag,

Banana Cake and

The jag and cake recipes come from A Cape

Verdean-American Cookbook cited above;

the milk recipe comes

from Cabo Verdianisimo - A Book About Cape Verde.
Procedure:

Small paper plates,

cups and plastic forks will

be needed for sampling of foods.
1.

Djagacida,

commonly called Jag is a traditional Cape

Verdean food dish.

The teacher should prepare this at home

and heat in a microwave at school for students to sample.
2.

Copy and distribute the Banana Cake recipe to the

students and have them request an adult at home to help them
prepare this dessert.

Arrange for some students to bring

their cake to the classroom for sampling.
3.

The Sweet Milk beverage can be prepared in the classroom

using a hot plate.
4.

Optional

Serve it with the banana bread.

"Cuscus"

is a traditional food prepared by Cape
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Verdean cooks.

The recipe is provided with this lesson.

Identify a Cape Verdean cook or a recent immigrant who can
wisit your class to demonstrate with a pestle and circular
mill stone the process of preparing the corn.

Have them

describe how cuscus is made and bring some from home or
bakery for students to sample.

Evaluation:

Have students compare the Cape Verdean staple

foods with those of different cultural or ethnic groups in
the school community.

Request that parents and teachers in

your school or community prepare food dishes,

desserts and

beveages that are traditional to their culture or ethnic
group.

Arrange for your students to sample these foods and

compare them with the Cape Verdean foods.

JAG
3
1
2
1
1

tablespoons of oil (l/2olive)
medium onion chopped
cups of water
cup rice (Uncle Ben's)
1/2 cups cooked beans

Salt, pepper, bay leaves and paprika to
taste.
Saute oil and onion for a few
minutes.
Add beans, seasoning and
water.
Bring to boil, then add rice.
Stir, bring to boil again and then turn
to simmer.
Simmer for about 15 minutes
or until liquid absorbes.
By Cidalia
Lopes

Ill
DOCE DE LEITE

(SWEET MILK)

1 quart milk
1/2 lb. sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 tablespoon vinegar
1 tablespoon cinnamon
Pour milk in pan and add vinegar,
vanilla and sugar gradually.
Bring the
container to a moderate heat at 350 for
30 to 40 minutes.
Cool thoroughly and
sprinkle cinnamon on top.
Because Doce
de Leite is sweet you may want to serve
it on bread or cake.

"CASCUS"
Pound the corn, remove the bran and let
it soak in tepid water overnight.
Next
day, wahs the corn and drain.
While it
is moist, place in the pestile and
continue pounding and removing the fine
flour.
Once you've obtained the desired
amount , sift.
Sweeten it with sugar
and flavor with cinnamon.
Place a
dampened cheese-cloth at the bottom of
the clay pot.
Fill it with flour and
cover with cheese cloth and enamel lid.
Place the pot inside of a deep pan or
kettle with boiling water.
Cover any
openings with a dough made from corn
flour and water.
(This is done to avoid
any air getting into the pot).
Put salt
into the boiling water so that the
"Cuscus" will rise quickly.
Remove from
the pot, serve as a cake with lots of
butter and/or honey.
NOTE:
When the
corn is being pounded, you can add a
peeled, sliced sweet potato or sliced
mandioca.

BANANA CAKE
2 pounds of ripe bananas
3 whole eggs
1 1/2 cup of sugar
3/4 cup of milk
1 tablespoon of butter
1 tablespoon of vegetable oil
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3 teaspoons of baking power
Cinnamon
Flour
Beat the eggs and sugar; add the mashed
bananas and other ingredients.
Beat
very well and the, add sifted flour and
mix.
Grease the pan with butter and
sprinkle with flour.
Put the batter in
the pan and bake.
When the cake is
baked, cool it.
Cut it in squares and
sprinkle with cinnamon and sugar.
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Lesson 8.

Cape Verdean Currency

Theme/Concept:

Culture

Background for the Teacher;
The escudo (plural escudos)* is
the standard unit of currency in the Cape Verde Islands.
It
is worth 100 centavos.**
Its sign is $.
This sign is
placed between the amount in escudos and its fraction
centavos.
The centavos is a fraction of an escudo.
For
example:
40$10
30$00
00$84

(Forty escudo and ten centavos)
(Thirty escudos)
(Eighty-four centavos)

The rate of exchange between US dollars and Cape
Verdean is computed daily.
equivalent to about $1.19

200$00
500$00
1000$00
2500$00
*es-cu-do

=
=
=
=

One hundred escudos

(100$00)

is

in US currency.

$2.38
$5.96
$11.92
$29.80

**cent-avo

Overview of the Lesson:

Students will examine the

illustrations and text on the Cape Verdean paper bills with
the following values 100 escudos,
1000 escudos,

and 2500 escudos.

200 escudos,

500 escudos,

They will examine Cape

Verdean coins with the following values:
one escudo
ten escudos
twenty escudos
fifty escudos

1$00
10$00
2 0$00
50$00

twenty centavos
fifty centavos

00$20
00$50
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two escudos and
fifty centavos

2$50

Students will compare Cape Verdean paper bills and coin with
US bills and coins.

Students will use an equivalency table

to determine how many escudos and centavos they will need to
purchase certain items at a store.

Students will perform

simple addititon and subtraction problems using escudos and
centavos to purchase items and count change due from a
purchase.

Materials and Resources:
1.
100,

(CV - Cape Verdean)

CV paper currency in five amounts
200,

500,

1000,

listed of escudos:

and 2500.

2.

CV coins in various amounts listed under overview above.

3.

US

4.

US currency:

$ and CV$ equivalency sheet.

bills $1.00,

pennies,

nickles,

dimes,

quarters;

$5.00.

Students Learning Objective:

Students will:

1.

Understand the Cape Verdean currency system.

2.

Be able to count amounts of Cape Verdean money.

3.

Be able to perform money problems

subtraction)
4.

paper

(addition and

with Cape Verdean currency.

Be able to convert CV$

into US$.

Preparation for the Student:

Review with the students the

standard units of currency in the US monetary system,

i.e.,
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$1.00,

is the standard and one cent

dollar:

($0.01)

being 1/100 of a

100 cents = $1.00.

Procedure:
1.

Introduce students to the escudo

(.01))

as the comparable US unit.

comparable to a penny

(1 cent)

(equivalent to 1 cent

Introduce centavos as

in that 100 centavos = 1

escudo.
2.

Distribute a set of five CV bills in amounts of 100,

200,

500,

students.

1000,

and 2500 escudos—one set of every three

Have the students study the illustrations and

pictures on the bills and the printed text.

Point out the

following:
a.

On the face of each bill

Amilcar Cabral.

is the face or portrait of

Explain that Cabral was the founder of the

African Party for the Independence of Guinea Bissau and Cape
Verde and the leader of the revolutionary movement that led
Portuguese colonies

in Africa to their independence.

He was

assissinated in 1973.
b.
bill

The illustrations or displays on the back side of the
is:
100 escudos - a traditional festival of Cape Verde
called Pilao.
200 escudos - technological development in
Cape Verde.
500 escudos - activities at the San Vicente harbor,
Porte Grande.
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1000 escudos - common insects in Cape Verde
2500 escudos - National Public Assembly Palace.
Have students compare these displays with those on the US
bills of $1.00,
3.

$5.00,

and $20.00.

Distribute the Cape Verde coins and have students

generally examine both sides,
each,

noting the amount or value of

the faces and other displays and the text describing

the displays.
1$00 =

.01 - has a profile of a child at school and a slogan

in Portuguese meaning "Study,
the emblem of the P.A.I.G.C.

Learn

Always."

It also has

—the African Party for the

Independence of Guinea Bissau and Cape Verde.
20$00 =

.24

- profiles Domingos Ramos,

a soldier

assassinated in Guinea-Bissau in 1966 during the war for the
independence of the Portuguese colonies in Africa.
50$00 =

.60 - displays the World Fishing Conference

organized by the Food and Agriculture Organization.
2$50 =

.02

- displays a farmer planting a tree.

The slogan

Produzir Para Avancar means to Produce in Order to Advance.
10$00 =

.12

- displays the profile of Edurado Mondlane,

a

soldier assassinated in Mocambique in 1969 during the war
for the independence of the Portuguese colonies in Africa,
Mocambique and San Tome e Principe.
4.

Give each student a copy of the Equivalency Sheet :-US$

and CV Escudo.
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Have them answer the following questions:
1.

How many escudos and centavos in $1.00

(US)?

2.

How many escudos and centavos in 0.20

(US)?

3.

How many escudos and centavos in 0.05

(US)?

4.

How much is $3.00 worth in Cape Verdean money?

5.

How much is 0.20 worth in Cape Verdean money?

5.

Use the following word problems to have the students

compute with Cape Verdean money values using the equivalency
sheet.
a.

If an ice cream cone cost $0.70

in US dollars,

how

much would you need in CV$.
.50 = 41$95
.20 = 16$78
57$173
100 centavos = 1 escudo
Answer:
b.

58$73

cost of

ice cream cone

If you brought a can of soda for 83$00 and you gave

the store clerk 167$00,

how much change in Cape Verdean

money would you get back?
167 $00
-83 $00
84$00

Evaulation:
students.

Answer

Explain the concept of exchange rate to the
Explain that one hundred escudos

equal to approximately $1.20

in US dollars.

(100$00)

is

Try the following problems with the students:
Verdean Currency on next two pages)

(See Cape

•

1.

How many escudos

in $2.40? Answer:

2 00$00

2.

How many escudos in $4.80? Answer:

400$00

3.

How many centavos in 3 $00? Answer:

300

EQUIVALENCY SHEET
US$ and CV
US$

Cape Verdean

Currency

Escudo

1

83$90

2

167$80

3

251$70

4

335$60

.50

41$95

.20

16$7 8

.10

8$39

.05

4$20

.01

00$84
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Figure 4.31

Care Verdean Contavos

(cents)
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Lesson 9.

Folk Tales of the Cape Verdean People

Theme/Concept:

Culture

Background for the Teacher:

Cape Verdean folklore comes

from an oral tradition—poems and short stories being handed
down by word-of-mouth instead of by writing.

Animal stories

are prominent in the folklores of Cape Verdean people—these
illustrating both the West African and European origins of
Cape Verdeans.
Every culture in the world has folklore and many tales
from different cultures have things in common.
folklores also have animal characters.
Tricks Brer Rabbit.

One is The Tar Baby

Brer Rabbit like Nho Lobo,

the Cape Verdean folklore,

American

a wolf in

plays tricks on others and is

lazy and untrustworthy.

Overview of the Lesson:

Students will read and discuss a

story entitled Storm Coming.

It provides information on two

Cape Verdean values—cooperation and hard work.

Students

will also learn about two crops—mandioca and carapata—
important to people on the Cape Verdean Islands.

As an

optional or extended activity for the lesson an American
folktale can be compared with a Cape Verdean folktale.
Student Learning Objective:
Folktales teach about what is
group of people.

People

important in the culture or a

in all cultures have the same basic
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needs—food,

water,

love,

etc,—but each culture has its own

different values.

Materials and Resources:

Photocopies of each folktale for

students.

Preparation for the Teacher:

Read the two folktales

provided and answer these questions for yourself.
“Storm Coming”
1.

How did Tubinho get back at Nho Lobo for eating his

mandioca plants?
2.

How did Nho Lobo trick the monkey after he got

untied?
3.

What kind of fellow is Nho Lobo?

4.

Do people like Nho Lobo usually win or lose in real

life?

Can you think of a situation in which someone

like Nho Lobo wins in some ways but loses

in others?

5.

What did Tubinho do to help the monkey?

6.

What personal qualities,

praise?

(hard work,

generosity,

cooperation,

cleverness)?

Verdean culture,

or values,

does this story

trustworthiness,

From what you know of Cape

why would these values be important?

”Tar Baby Tricks Brer Rabbit”
1.

What tricks does Brer Rabbit play?

2.

How is Brer Rabbit like Nho Lobo?

untrustworthy)

(lazy,
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3.

How is the Cape Verdean folktale like the American

folktale?

Preparation for the Student:
1.

Discuss with the students the values of cooperation and

hard work.

Write these terms on the chalkboard and ask the

students what they mean.

Under each write examples of each

given by the children.
2.

Introduce the students to the terms mandioca and

carapata.

Write them on the chalkboard;

and source based on the descriptions
(Optional:

to simulate these raw,

purchase a piece of root food
obtain a 12"

Procedure:
activity.

explain their use

in the story.

natural materials,

(ginger)

from the market;

length of twisted rope to simulate caparata.

Use the story "Storm Coming"

as a silent reading

Then read the story aloud or have students read

different sections aloud.

You may want to turn the story

into a mini-drama and have three students and a narrator
read and act out the story lines.
for a discussion with the students.

Use the questions above
Use the American

folktale "Tar Babv Tricks Brer Rabbit”

and the questions in

the same approach used with the Cape Verdean tale.

Evaluation:
1.

After reading the Cape Verdean tale,

question to your students.

pose the following
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What does the story tell us about the Cape verdean
people?
2.

Have each student create a cartoon illustrating a scene

from the story,

using words and direct quotes from the story

to explain the cartoon.

Some students may want to create a

4-5 frame comic strip that summarizes the folktale.
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"The Tar Baby Tricks Brer Rabbit"
by Nho Lobo Tchuba
"The Tar Baby Story is probably the most famous of
all the Afro-American folktales.
Simon Brown told
me his version one day when he was scolding me for
being lazy.
"Willie," he said, "you are so trifling that you're
enough to aggravate the heart of a stone, let alone the
heart of a man.
Don't you know that everyone has to
work for a living?
If you don't believe in working,
something's bound to happen to you like what happened
to Brer Rabbit one day with Brer Wolf."
Of course, I wanted know what trouble had caught
up with Brer Rabbit.
I knew that he was Simon's
hero and most always came out ahead of any other
creature daown in the Deep Woods.
"Yes, Brer Rabbit is a very smart creature," said
Simon.
"But this time he got caught in serious
trouble with Brer Wolf—all because he didn't want
to work.
It happened this way."
In olden times, Brer Rabbit and Brer Wolf lived
close together, but they were a long way from
drinking water.
They had to fetch their water from
a stream down in the Deep Swamp.
Finally Brer Wolf
decided he was going to dig a well so he wouldn't
have to tote his water up hill.
And one morning he
spoke to Brer Rabbit about it.
"Let's go in together and dig us a well. Brer
Rabbit.
There's plenty of water under the ground,
and we won't have to dig deep before we strike it
nice and cold.
We can put two buckets on the rope
in the well, and we won't have to tote water from
the stream down in the swamp anymore."
But Brer Rabbit said, "Man, the sun's too hot to
dig a well.
And besides, I don't need any well
myself. I catch all my drinking water from the dew
off the grass."
"That's all right with me," answered Brer Rabbit.
"I'm not going to fool around your well.
I told
you I get all my drinking water from the dew off
the grass."
So Brer Wolf worked faithfully and dug
a deep well and found nice cool water.
He put a
rope through the wheel over the well, and he tied
two buckets to the rope so that he could draw up
the water.
Now, Brer Rabbit had been watching Brer Wolf all
this time.
And when he thought Brer Wolf was home
asleep, he slipped over to his well and drank all

the water he wanted.
But pretty soon Brer Wolf
came out to draw some water from the well, and he
found out somebody had been drinking it up.
Brer
Wolf started watching his well night and day, and
though he watched and watched the water continued
to go down.
This puzzled Brer Wolf and made him
mad.
He was just about to give up when a big rain came
and made a heap of mud around the well.
In the mud
the next morning, Brer Wolf saw Brer Rabbit's
tracks. He knew then who had been stealing his
water during the night, and he was mad as hops.
Brer Wolf studied and studied to find a way to
catch Brer Rabbit.
He scratched his head, and he
pulled his chin whiskers until by and by he said,
"I know what I'll do make me a tar baby, and I'll
catch that good-for-nothing rabbit."
And so Brer Wolf worked and worked until he had
made a pretty little girl out of tar.
He dressed
the tar baby in a calico apron and carried her up
to the well, where he stood her up and fastened her
to a post in ground so that nobody could move her.
Then Brer Wolf hid in the bushes and waited for
Brer Rabbit to come for some water.
But three days
passed before Brer Rabbit visited the well again.
On the fourth day, he came with a bucket in his
hand.
When he saw the little girl, he stopped and
looked at her.
Then he said, "Hello.
What's your
name? What are you doing here, little girl?"
The little girl said nothing.
This made Brer Rabbit angry, and he shouted at
her, "You no-mannered little snip, you! How come
you don't speak to your elders?"
The little girl still said nothing.
"I know what to do with little children like you.
I'll slap your face and teach you some manners if
you don't speak to me," said Brer Rabbit.
And then Brer Rabbit lost his head and said,
"Speak to me, I say.
I'm going to slap you." With
that, Brer Rabbit slapped the tar baby in the face,
bam, and his right hand stuck.
"A-ha, you hold my hand, do you? Turn me loose, I
say.
Turn me loose.
If you don't, I'm going to
slap you with my left hand.
And if I hit you with
my left hand, I'll knock the daylights out of you."
"Oh, I see. You're going to hold both my hands,
are you?
You better turn me loose.
If you don't,
I'm going to kick you.
And if I kick, you, it's
going to be like thunder and lightning!"
With
that. Brer Rabbit drew back his right foot and
kicked the little girl in the shins with all his

might, blap!
Then his right foot stuck.
"Well, sir, isn't this something? You better turn
my foot loose.
If you don't, I've got another foot
left, and I'm going to kick you with it, and you'll
think a cyclone hit you."
Then Brer Rabbit gave
that little girl a powerful kick in the shins with
his left foot, blip!
With that, his left foot
stuck, and there he hung off the ground, between
the heavens and the earth.
He was in an awful fix.
But he still thought he could get loose.
So he said to the little girl, "You've got my
feet and my hands all stuck up, but I've got one
more weapon, and that's my head.
If you don't turn
me loose, I'm going to butt you!
And if I butt
you. I'll knock your brains out."
Finally then,
Brer Rabbit stuck the little girl a powerful knock
on the forehead with his head, and it stuck, and
there he hung.
Smart old Brer Rabbit, he couldn't
move.
He was held fast by the little tar baby.
Now, Brer Wolf was hiding under the bushes,
watching all that was going on.
And as soon as he
was certain that Brer Rabbit was caught good by his
little tar baby, he walked over to Brer Rabbit and
said, "A-ha, you're the one who wouldn't dig a
well.
And he isn't anybody but you. Brer Rabbit.
I'm going to fix you good."
"No, sir. Brer Wolf, I haven't been bothering
your water.
I was just going over to Brer Bear's
house, and I stopped by here long enough to speak
to this little no-manners girl," said Brer Wolf.
"Yes, you're the one," said Brer Wolf.
"You're
the very one who's been stealing my drinking water
all the time.
And I'm going to kill you."
"All right, Brer Wolf," said Brer Rabbit.
"Throw
me in the fire.
That's a good way to die.
That's
the way my grandmother died, and she said it's a
quick way to go.
You can do anything with me,
anything you want, but please, sir, don't throw me
in the briar patch."
"No, I'm not going to throw you in the fire, and
I'm not going to throw you in the briar patch.
I'm
going to throw you down the well and drown you,"
said Brer Wolf.
"All right. Brer Wolf, throw me down the well,"
said Brer Rabbit.
"That's an easy way to die, but
I'm surely going to smell up your drinking water,
sir."
"No, I'm not going to drown you," said Brer Wolf.
"Drowing is too good for you." Then Brer Wolf
thought and thought and scratched his head and
pulled his chin whiskers.
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Finally he said, "I know what I'm going to do with you.
I"ll throw you in the briar patch."
"Oh, no. Brer Wolf," cried Brer Rabbit. "Please,
sir, don't throw me in the briar patch. Those
briars will tear up my hide, pull out my hair, and
scratch out my eyes.
That'll be an awful way to
die, Brer Wolf. Please sir, don't do that to me."
"That's exactly what I'll do with you," said Brer
Wolf all happy-like.
Then he caught Brer Rabbit by
his hind legs, whirled him around and around over
his head, and threw him way over into the middle of
the briar patch.
After a minute or two. Brer Rabbit stood up on
his hind legs and laughed at Brer Wolf and said to
him, "Thank you, Brer Wolf, thank you.
This is the
place where I was born.
My grandmother and
grandfather and all my family were born right here
in the briar patch."
And that's the end of the story."
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"Storm Coming”
by Nho Lobo Tchuba
♦Mandioca is a staple food in Cape Verde and in
many other countries in West Africa.
A "staple" is
a food which the majority of the people depend upon
for most of what they eat. In the Caribbean and
Central America it is known as manioc or yuca.
The
mandioca plant has large edible roots.
The dark
brown skins of these roots hide the starchy white
vegetable which has the consistency of a yam or
sweet potato.
Mandioca is easy to plant. Just cut
a piece of a shoot from a young mandioca plant and
stick it in the ground.
If the rains come on time
and you keep Nho Lobo out of your garden you'll
have plenty of mandioca in a few months.

Nho Lobo was a lazy wolf.
And greedy, too—he
ate everything he could find.
But his nephew
Tubinho was different; he was a worker.
One day they planted mandioca* together. Tubinho
worked hard, digging the soil and planting the
mandioca shoots. But by end of the day, his uncle
had eaten up all the new shoodts. Poor Tubinho had
to plant some more.
A few days later, Nho Lobo saw Tubinho's plants
growing high. He went to his nephew and said, "I'm
hungry. I wish I had some of that mandioca."
Tubinho told him it wasn't ready to eat. But the
wolf answered, "Then give me something else to eat.
But I'd really like that mandioca." Nho Lobo begged
and begged. Finally Tubinho pulled up a plant and
gave it to him.
Nho Lobo loved the plant, but he didn't love
work.
He made a plan to take all the mandioca away
from Tubinho.
"You don't have to work here any more," he told
his nephew. "I'll do the work and give you some
plants when they are ready." But he tricked
Tubinho, he ate all the mandioca himself in one
day.
Two days later, Tubinho passed by Nho Lobo's
house.
In his hand he had two long ropes made from
carapata* he had cut.
When Nho Lobo saw him he
asked, "What are you going to do with all that
rope?" Tubinho pointed to a black cloud in the sky.
"Well, what is it?" asked Nho Lobo.
"A big storm is coming," said Tubinho. "It's going
to kill everything that isn't tied."
"Sell me some rope," said Nho Lobo.

"I can't sell this rope," said Tubinho "I need to
tie myself to a tree so the storm won't get me." He
started to tie himself.
"Tie me first!" cried Nho Lobo. So Tubinho tied
him to a fig tree. He knotted the two ropes
together. Then he walked away and left his uncle
there.

*Carapata is a rugged plant that grows wild
everywhere on the rocky mountain slopes of Cape
Verde. Cape Verdeans pull the strong white fibers
from the greeen pointed leaves of the carapata
plant. After the fibers are dried in the sun they
can be used to make strong rope or twine. Some
people even make floor mats, pocket books and many
other household items from the fiber of the
carapate plant.

A few days later, a monkey came to the fig-tree.
He started to eat some figs. Nho Lobo was still
tied there. "Throw me a fig, monkey!" he shouted.
"I'm so hungry."
The monkey threw a fig into the wolf's mouth.
Soon Nho Lobo was crying again. "Untie me, Monkey,
he begged.
"No, I'm not going to untie you. I can't trust
you," said the monkey.
"I'll give you my land if you let me go," said
Nho Lobo.
"No," answered the monkey.
"I don't trust you."
"Please, Monkey! I'll give you my land and
everything on it!" cried Nho Lobo. But the monkey
said no. Four more times he begged. Finally the
monkey felt sorry for Nho Lobo and untied him.
When Nho Lobo got free, he suddenly grabbed the
monkey's tail and pulled hard.
"What are you doing?" cried the monkey.
"Just trying to wake yo my hand," said Nho Lobo.
"It fell asleep when I was tied up."
The monkey screamed, "Nho Lobo, let me go! Please
let me go! I've been so good to you."
But Nho Lobo laughed and said, "No, I'm
not
going to let you go.
I'm going to kill you and eat
you—now!" Tubinho was close by on a hill and heard
their noise. He called, "Oh Nho Lobo, do you know
the best way to eat the monkey?"
"No, how?" asked Nho Lobo.
"Tie his feet together and throw him up in the
air," said Tubinho. "He'll fall down into your
mouth, and that way you won't lose even a hair."

"Tubinho you're a smart boy! That's the way to do
it,” said Nho Lobo. So he took the monkey and threw
him high in the air. The monkey fell down and ran
away. He found Tubinho and said, "Thank you, you
saved me from Nho Lobo."
And Nho Lobo stood there all day with his mouth
open . . .waiting."

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Summary Of Curriculum Development

On the basis of preliminary research
there

was

no

curriculum

on

the

Cape

I

discovered that

Verde

Islands

so

proceeded to pursue a study of the Cape Verdean culture.

I

Out

of my research a rationale for the need for a curriculum was
developed,

which

curriculum.

resulted

This

in

curriculum

the

formulation

emerged

from

a

of

such

a

comprehensive

literature review. The value of a Cape Verdean curriculum was
substantiated and the design aspect began to take shape.
Within the curriculum design of my work I was guided by
the qualitative approach termed Holistic Ethnography.
context

of

my

study,

this

approach

describes

and

In the

analyzes

culture by describing the beliefs and practice of a group, and
shows

how the

various

parts

unified consistent whole

contribute

(Jacob,

1987).

principles of Holistic Ethnography,
Cape Verdean culture as

a whole,

to

the

culture

as

a

Consistent with the

I analyzed and described

and developed a curriculum

which depicted the unique way of life of the Cape Verdeans and
presented their culture as a unified,

consistent whole.

This curriculum was comprised of nine lessons:
Lesson 1.

A

visual

introduction

to

the

Cape

Verdean

People and their lifestyle.
Lesson 2.

The Environment of the Cape Verde Islands.

Lesson 3.

An

Historical

Islands.

Timeline

of

the

Cape

Verde
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Lesson 4.

Emigration to America

Lesson 5.

Crioulo:

Lesson 6.

Music of the Cape Verdean People

Lesson 7.

Food in Cape Verdean life

Lesson 8.

Cape Verdean Currency

Lesson 9.

Folk Tales of the Cape Verdean People

The
culture

ultimate
was

an

goal

not merely

Verdean culture,
educational

The Cape Verdean Language

of
to

my

research

present

a

into

static

Cape

Verdean

picture

of

Cape

but to fit the description and analysis into
curriculum

that

will

bring

it

to

life

for

elementary school children.

Culture Identity of Modern Cape Verdeans
The islands of Cape Verdean are made up of a very diverse
racial

mix.

This

mixture

orginated

as

a

result

Portuguese colonization of Cape Verde Islands.
the mixture of African and Portuguese people,

of

the

The results of
and the mixture

of African and mulatto's produced a culture that had several
social

divisions.

The darker people

formed the

lower

strata

and generally the lighter people were the ruling class.
Similarly
mulattoes)

who

in

America,

there

easily assimilate

are

into

Cape

Verdean

the white main

culture and others who identify with African Americans.

(or

stream
In my

extended family there are individual who have struggled with
identity issues.
The issues in the identity struggle have to do with color
and

how

color

impact

on

access

to

resources

in

a

racist
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society.
streams

Identity

issues

definition

of

are

racial

also

connected

to

the

main

beauty,

light

skin,

and

hair

texture.

Example of a Cape Verdean Family:
I

was

the

eighth

child

of

eight males and four females.

Mv Family the Rebeiro's

twelve

siblings.

There

were

We were all born and raised in

the south end of New Bedford, Massachusetts. Our childhood was
very

enriching

growing

up,

experience

health

material gain.

would

in

a

to

factories.
Cape

cranberry season.
field

owners

most

happiness

longshoreman.

local

travel

the

was

part.
more

When

we

were

important

than

Like many other Cape Verdeans my father worked

on the dock as
worked

and

for

Cod

In

to

My mother and older siblings
the

work

summer

the

during

the

entire

family

strawberry

and

We were housed in a garage adjacent to the

home.

From

early

morning

to

dust

we

worked

together to make ends meet.
Eventually
employed

his

restaurant

my

father

eight

next

door

sons,
to

opened
while
his

shoe

a

shoe

working
shine

shine
full

parlor
time

parlor.

concerned ourselves with being rich or poor,

We

and

in

a

never

but during the

1960's life became a lot easier.
Like most Cape Verdean families we worked closely moving
from very low-income to a middle-class family in less than a
decade,

annually improving our financial status.

In looking at the different complexions and hair textures
of

my

family

members.

You

can

see

how

easy

it

would

be

to
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assimilate

with

the

African American.

white

main

stream

(See fig 5.1 and 5.2

as

well

as

with

the

on next two pages).

Mr. Manuel Correia Rebeiro
Mrs. Amelia Pires Rebeiro
Oldest first right to left.
Dolores Richardson
Manuel Rebeiro
Archie Rebeiro
Norman Rebeiro
Roger Rebeiro
Robert Rebeiro
David Rebeiro
Amelia Ambrose
Joaquim Rebeiro
Elizabeth Tavares
Vivian Evora
Albert Rebeiro
Classrooms
diverse

today

of America

than

ever

are more

before.

racially

The

and ethnically

children

in

American

schools are the descendants of so may different nationalities,
religions,
with

race,

Ravitch

and

(1991)

ethnic

groups,

regarding

children the knowledge, skills,
need

in

order

to

participate

the

I

am

need

in
for

full

agreement

conveying

to

language, and habits they will
successfully

in

their

own

society, but I also recognize the importance of learning about
other cultures to gain a broader understanding of the world.
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Figure 5.1

Febeiro Family in 1?55
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Figure 5.2

Rebeiro Family in 1990
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APPENDIX B
ORAL HISTORY
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church members about the people and life of
the church Teenagers in youth employment
programs can record senior citizens recollec¬
tions of the community s past
Questions like the following can be used as
guides
• How did the community s various ethnic
groups live in different generations^
• How does the community as it stands now
reflect past political, social and economic
trends!1
• How does the community provide a sense
of identity tor old. young and new residents in
the area**
The local community has alwavs been a
potential laboratory tor students to test out
eas and discover new intormation Oral his;ry is one means by which the community and
school can work and learn together

ORAL HISTORY
Robert C. Harden
Oral history records people, places and
events of the past through someone s oral recol¬
lections Preserved through taped and written
interviews, oral history is a part of the past that
would otherwise never be written down or
found in history books
Elementary and secondary school students
armed with tape recorders can start their own
history study by interviewing lamilv members or
community residents Discovering that their
grandparents and parents' lives were shaped by
certain historical events, such as World War I
and II and the Depression, will help them devel¬
op a deeper sense of the past
Students and teachers must be trained to
understand the purposes and techniques of
interviewing, and must be aware of limitations
of recollections based on memory Oral history
should not be seen as a cure-all to revitalize
teaching, but rather as a means to improve stu¬
dent motivation by bringing the community into
the learning process
Oral history proiects for youth involved in
local community agencies and church programs
should be explored Local church history muse¬
ums can be started by interviewing the oldest

For More Information:

Oral History Association
North Texas State University
P O Box 13734
Denton. TX 76201
Pepe Martinez
Valle del Sol. Inc
1209 S First Avenue
Phoenix. AZ 85203
(People interested in setting up oral history
workshops can contact Pepe Martinez tor intor¬
mation )
Teaching Human Dignity Social Change Lessons
tor Evervteacher. Miriam Wolf-Wasserman and
Linda Hutchinson. 1978 (57 95)
Education Exploration Center
P O Box 7339
Minneapolis. MN 55407
(Discusses oral history and other innovative
learning techniques for the school and commu¬
nity )
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Preparing Interview Questions

An oral history interview is reallv a planned conversation
between two people. You should have a well-thought-out
and well-written questionnaire for your interview session. In
order to ask intelligent questions and recognize important
information given by the interviewee, you must do some
background research on your topic from written accounts.
Manv of vour questions should be based on your research.
Put your questions into a logical order. Be familiar with
vour questions and their order so that you don’t have to read
them one-bv-one during the interview—you don't want
interviewees to feel that they are answering a questionnaire
that could have been done in writing. Remember that a good
interview is a conversation. You should be ready to ask
questions that may not be on vour prepared list. You want
vour interview to be open and spontaneous, so don't share
the questions with your interviewee beforehand.
Guideline Questions

Producers usuallv conduct a preliminary interview over the
telephone to determine what special information the inter¬
viewee might be able to offer, whether thev will be easy to
interview, and whether they are good storytellers. You can
save yourself a good deal of time bv conducting such a pre¬
interview. Ask a few general questions that will help you
focus your real interview. Here are some examples:
• What is your first memory of the civil rights movement.''
• Did you take part in any civil rights protests?
• Did you ever write letters of support or concern to
politicians or newspapers concerning civil rights?
If you are interviewing family members, you may want to
know how they felt about these civil rights years, whether
they participated or not. But if you want first-hand accounts
of what people in your area were doing during this period,
pre-interviewing will save you a great deal of time.
When you conduct the actual interview, your first goal
should be to help the interviewee remember where he or
she was during the period under discussion. Certain kev
moments in this history have fixed themselves in the mem¬
ories of the entire nation. Use these milestones to help take
the interviewee back to the period you want him or her to
talk about. For instance, you might ask:
• How old were you in 1963. when the March on
Washington took place?
• Do you remember seeing Dr. King on the news deliver¬
ing his “I Have a Dream’’ speech? How did you feel
about that speech?
• W’hat were you doing when vou heard the news that
President Kennedy had been assassinated?
• Do you remember watching the 1964 Democratic
National Convention in Atlantic Citv? Do you know
am one who participated in Freedom Summer?

Here are some additional guidelines to follow when con¬
ducting vour interview:
1. Make sure that your interview takes place in an
environment free ot noise and distractions.
2. Set up your recorder efficiently and unobtrusively.
Place the microphone on a soft surface such as a
magazine or book to reduce background noise.
3. Explain the purpose of the session again to your
interviewee before you start asking questions. To
begin, record your sta.ed purpose and the interview¬
ee's name, the date, and the location of the inter¬
view. Check vour recorder by playing back this
information.
4. Ask brief, noncontroversial questions at the start.
5. Talk onlv when absolutely necessary: let the inter¬
viewee do the talking. You should hear yourself on
the tape only when asking questions.
o. Do not ask questions that require a yes or no answer.
)o not interrupt the interviewee.
. Keep the interview to approximately one hour.
9. Pause during the interview when you sense that the
person needs to rest or think, or feels tired.
10. Follow your prepared questionnaire. Do not be con¬
cerned if the interviewee digresses from the ques¬
tions: this often results in important information.
11. Adding good questions that are not on your question¬
naire will require good listening.
!2. Do not lake notes while the interviewee is talking:
take them at breaks before questions, or when the
interviewee pauses.
13. Remember, the quality of your interview depends on
vour questioning to get the full story, the proper
sequence of events, and specific details.
Transcribing Oral History
An oral-historv tape is invaluable in itself for people to lis¬
ten to vears from now. Typed transcripts of tapes are even
more valuable and easier to use for discussion and learning.
The transcription should be verbatim-everv word, repeated
word in sequence, pause, laughter, and false start should be
included.
The unpublished words of a person who grants an oralhistorv interview are his or her own property. Permission to
use the interview material, for whatever use. should be
obtained in writing at the start of the interview. Sample
release forms can be found in the books listed below.
Oral History Books
Oral History: An Introduction for Students, by James
Hoopes. Chapel Hill. NC; The University of North
Carolina Press (1979).
An Oral History Primer, bv Carv L. Shumwav and
William (I. Hartley. Primer Publications. P.O. U«>x fW4.
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Oral

History

Interview

RELEASE FORM
The sound/voice recording of my interview with
students
in grade
at the _School, may be
transcribed. I understand that the teacher may edit the typed
version for distribution to the students for educational purposes,
i.e., the discussion of historical questions.
I further understand that a copy of the transcribed tape recording
(and the edited version, if produced) will be sent to me. The taped
recording may be placed in the school library for other educational
uses.
Name of Interviewee __
(Please print)
Signature of Interviewee _
Date _
Address_City_
State_Zip_
Telephone (

)_

Teacher's Name_
Teacher's Signature_

Date _

APPENDIX C
CAPE VERDEAN SONGS
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APPENDIX D
EXTENSIVE SLIDE PRESENTATION

CAPE VERDE ISLANDS
SLIDE PRESENTATION
Introduction
This

slide presentation was

compiled while on

week visit to the Cape Verde Islands.
interviews

with

the

native

It

a three

is the result of

population

and

firsthand

observation of their culture.
Over the past few years I've had great success putting
these slides to use in the Boston Public School System

(BPS)

and at the University of Mass/Harbor Campus. In the BPS these
slides

have

students.

At

been

shown

to

the

college

elementary

level,

I've

and

middle

lectured

school

students

in

Multicultural Counseling classes on the Cape Verdean Culture.

OBJECTIVE OF SLIDE PRESENTATION IN CAPE VERDE MULTICULTURAL
CURRICULUM
This slide presentation will be an integral part of the
curriculum package.

It gives a photographic review of several

aspects of Cape Verdean culture including
of

the

people,

religion,

(2)

systems

regarding

the work ethic
education

and

(3) daily rituals such as marketing, gathering, and

carrying water,

(4)economic status,

(6) modes of travel,
following

value

(1)

script

and (7)

serves

as

(5) communication systems,

trade with other countries.
a

basis

accompanies the slide presentation.

for

the

narrative

The
that
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Slide Presentation
The Republic of Cape Verde - made up of ten islands and a
few inlets of volcanic origin,

in a total area of 4033 km.

is

located 500 k.m off the African West Coast.
The population is predominantly Catholic.
the official language,

Portuguese is

and Creole is the national one.

The

Cape Verdean people are usually peaceful and friendly.
The climate
period,

is warm and dry,

in August.

except

for a

short rainy

The average temperature of the sea water

ranges from 22 to 25 degrees centigrade.

Slides

1 to 6

On these slides I am on a plane from Sal en

route to Praia.
The plane was

Cape Verde has beautiful mountain terrain.

an

old

army

fighter,

and the

ride was quite

challenging.

Slides 7

and 8

When tourists come to Cape Verde they rent

European cars.

I rented a Peugeot.

Slides 9 and 10

The temperature was 90 degrees.

I stopped at

a beauty parlor and got my hair styled into a french braid.

Slides 11 to 18

The next several slides depict a trip up the

mountain to the town of Sao Tiago.
a

little

boy

on

a

donkey.

The

The first person I saw was
eight

year

old

boy

was

performing his daily chore of going to the market to purchase
dry goods.
mountain.

At one point he had to push the donkey up the
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Slides

19

to

23

Still

en route to the mountain top,

I next

passed an old woman carrying a bundle of kindling wood.

She

had gathered the wood on the mountainside to use for cooking.
I stopped to talk with her and to take her picture.

She was

86 years old and was carrying approximately 60 pounds of wood
on her head.
She

removed

She
the

said,

wood

"Let's

from

see

her

staggered under the weight.

if

head

and

lots

of money".

and I gave her a few dollars.
hugged me.

Imagine,

can

put

carry this".

it

on

mine.

She removed the weight

head and as I turned to leave she said,
so you must have

you

I

from my

"You are from America,

She put out her hand out,

She was warm and friendly and

she had never worn a pair of shoes in her

life!

Slides
Tiago

24

and

where

25

This

there

are

is the city Cidade Velha-Ilha
ruins

of

a

fort

built

in

in Sao

1551

and

destroyed in 1693.

Slides

26

pictures

and
of

27

the

I

couldn't

cattle

help

grazing

by

but

stop

the

and

take

roadside.

noticed the most was how undernourished they were.

these

What

I

They were

so skinny you could see their rib cages.

Slides

28-33

As

I

traveled

throughout

the

countryside

noticed a family that was raising chickens on the roof.
people had animals such as goats,
their homes.

I

Many

pigs and chickens living in
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Slide_14

This

young

man's

family

raised

bananas.

He

was

traveling to market with his product.

Slide

35

This

is

a

couple

selling

kasha

(tobacco

used

like

snuff).

Slide

36

These

cobblers

set

up

shop

on

the

roadside.

They

repair shoes for a small fee.

Slides 37 to 39
a

young

This group of older Cape Verdeans is watching

neighbor

crack

corn.

This

food

staple

is

used

to

prepare many dishes in the Island's cuisine.

Slide 40

These are homes within the town of Sao Tiago.

The

houses are made of cement formed by mixing crushed rocks with
mortar.

The roads are layered using the same materials,

with

cut rocks skillfully placed into the mortar.

Slide 41

While conversing with this gentleman,

I discovered

that his motorcycle was a gift from a cousin in America.

It

was the only motorcycle I saw on the island.

Slide

42

This

bus

was

provided

by

the

Volvo

Company

of

Europe.Buses are the major means of transportation around the
island.

Slide

43

procession.
the

This

slide

depicts

the

beginning

of

a

funeral

Immediate family members sit in the truck beside

deceased,

while

friends

and

other

behind the truck to the grave site.

family

members

walk
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Slide

44

Cape Verde

background

is

a

has

beautiful

Peugeot.

flowers.

These

cars

are

The

car

mostly

in

the

Toyotas,

Mercedes,and Volvo buses.

Slides 45 to 49 This group of pictures shows a working mother
who must bring her child to work.

This young fellow played by

the water and waited all day for his mother.

The last slide

is a picture of the outdoor cafe where his mother worked.

Slide 50 This machine is sometimes used to grind the rock that
makes

mortar

previously

to

build

broke

Consequently,

they

houses.

rocks

with

were

grateful

The

people

stone
for

age
even

on

the

type
this

island

mallets.
"outdated"

machine.

Slides 51 and 52 These are houses being constructed.

Slides

53

to

57

These

are

children

traveling throughout the mountainside.

I

encountered

while

Some were at play and

others were doing daily chores such as getting water or food.

Slide 58 to 61 This is Gabral,
from

one of the harbors where boats

America and other countries dock to unload supplies.

It

is also a beach and place to fish.

Slide 62 to 68 This is another beach area where children climb
the side of a mountain to jump off a 14 foot high ledge.
they come out of the water they sit on the rocks.
sand

in this

area because the rocks

When

There is no

go to the water's

edge.
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Some children play for a while and then return home with water
for family use.

Slide 69 Back in Praia,

the Minister of Emigration,

Emmanuel

Britto stands with his son in front of the Praia Mara Hotel.

Slide 70 This is the courthouse.

Attached to the courthouse

is the jail.

Slide 71 These young people are students,
school

teachers

on the

island.

There

preparing to become

is no

formal training

required to become a teacher.

Slides

72

and

73

school

for the

This

is

the

children and a

school

house.

It

training center

serves

as

a

for potential

teachers.

Slide

74

and

75

This

is

the

downtown

post

office

and

the

postmaster.

Slide 76 These are teenagers going to work.

One youngster has

a set of headphones sent to him from America.

Slide

77

This

is

the

Portuguese

Church

of

the

Nazarene

downtown Praia.

The minister is Reverend Daniel Barros.

Slide 78 and 79

These are two elders of the church,

Mrs.

Luis.

grandchildren.

The

next

picture

is

of

Mrs.

Luis

in

Mr.

and

with

her
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Slides 80 to 82 The Minister of Emigration arranged for me to
be

interviewed

on

the

local

doctoral research project.

radio

station

regarding

my

The head engineer informed me that

this was the only radio station for all 10 Cape Verde Islands.

Slides 83 to 87

Scenes of a Saturday afternoon wash day when

neighbors come together to do laundry.

Each person comes with

their own share of water to help

fill the cement tub.

tub

by

is

deep.

approximately

8

feet

long

Along the side of the tub,

bail the water.
they worked.

5

feet wide

and

This
2

feet

note the containers used to

Sounds of joy and laughter flooded the area as

In one snapshot a woman,

her sister,

and their

children completed the laundry and were on their way back up
the

mountain.

their house

Some

families

or by the ocean.

choose

to

wash

clothes

beside

Use of an old fashion washboard

is common.

Slides 89 to 93 A parade taking place downtown Praia.

This is

an annual Catholic parade in which people dress in their best
clothes and march together through the town.
and

nuns

hundreds

led

the

deep,

parade.

People

shoulder

to

marched

40

shoulder.

The head priest
abreast
This

and

a

closeness

represents their unity in the church and with each other.

Slide

94

to

103

First scene

marketplace, at 6:00 AM.

is

the alley way

leading to the

With dew still on the ground, people

arrived to set up their products.

Each family is designated

159

a numbered area to set up their products to sell or exchange.
The products sold are jewelry, souvenirs, and clothing.

Also,

families barter and sell food and livestock.

Slide

104

This

mother

and

daughter

made

and

sold

wicker

baskets.

Slide 105 The children crack corn to prepare meal to sell at
the marketplace.

Slide 106 Teenage pregnancy is not a common in Cape Verde but
it does occur.

This 14-year-old girl worked from dusk to dawn

with her baby beside her in a cardboard box.

Slides 107-109 Beach area and favorite fishing spot along the
coastline of Cabral Beach in Paria.

Slides 110 to 112 The men of the island go fishing every day.
Many times the women go to the boats to pick up fish to sell
at the market or on the roadside.

Slides

113

to

122

The

next

group

of

slides

carrying all sorts of objects on their heads.

shows

people

This is common

for adults as well as children.

Slides
day,

123

to

125 Outdoor nightclub and disco.

the owner sells alcoholic beverages,

During the

and at night young

people gather to dance on a dirt floor.

Slides

126

to

159

This

series

of

slides

are

of

the

many

160

beautiful faces of Cape Verdean children.
many

different

activities

(e.g.

looks

and

playing,

are

engaged

fishing,

The children have
in

all

sorts

of

and working).

Slides 160 to 162 End of my work and a time of relaxation and
fun in the sun.

APPENDIX E
FACT SHEET

FACT SHEET

Population:
Area:
Coastline:
GNP per capita:
Avg inflation rate (1970-1991):
Present inflation rate (1993):
Life expectancy:
Natural resources:
Industry:

Major imports:

Major export commodities:
Major trading partners:
Classification by World Bank:
Religion:
Capital:
Executive:
Legislature:
Judicial:
Administrative districts:

380.000
4.033 km:
965 Km
US $750
9.4%
less than 10%
67
fish, salt, pozzoiana. limestone, basalt,
lobster
Fish processing, salt mining, shoes and
garment manufacturing, ship repair, food
and beverage production, construction
materials, metal products, furniture,
pharmaceuticals
petroleum, petroleum products, foodstuffs,
various consumer goods, capital
equipment, construction materials,
chemicals
fish, bananas, salt, lobster
Portugal. Netherlands. Algeria. Angola.
Italy. France
middle-income country
mainly Roman Catholic. Protestant
Praia
President of the Republic (chief of state)
Prime Minister (head of government)
unicameral assembly
Supreme Court
Regional courts
14 concelhos

APPENDIX F
INDEPENDENCE DOCUMENTS
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Independence documents
These articles provided for a Government of Transition consisting
of a High Commissioner, equivalent to Prime Minister, and five other
ministers, which government, having all executive powers, was to (a)
conduct the general policy of the State of Cape Verde; (b) manage the
economic and financial affairs of the State of Cape Verde; and (c)
promote the democratization of the territory, notably through the substi¬
tution of colonial structures. The Portuguese President was to select and
nominate the High Commissioner and two ministers of the Government
of Transition, while three were to be nominated by the PAIGC.
Among other provisions. Article 15 expressed the Portuguese Govern¬
ment’s intention to form, with the future State of Cape Verde, bilateral
agreements of active co-operation in all fields’.
Lisbon. 19 December 1974. signed by:
Delegation of the Portuguese
Government:

Delegation of the PAIGC (CV):

Major Melo Antunes. Minister
without Portfolio

Pedro Pires. EC member and
Chairman of the PAIGC National
Commission of Cape Verde
Amaro Alexandre da Luz. member of
CV National Commission
Jose Luis Fernandes Lopes, member
of CV National Commission

Dr Mario Soares. Foreign Minister
Dr AntOnio de Almeida Santos.
Minister for Intertemtonal
Coordination
!

i.
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i
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Independence documents
2. Agreement between the Portuguese Government and the PAIGC,
dated 26 August 1974 (and signed in Algiers following initial negotiations
in London a little earlier):
Article 1: Recognition de jure of the Republic of Guinea-Bissau, as a sovereign
State, by the Portuguese State, will be made on 10 September 1974.

Articles 2-5 spelt out the practical implications of peace and Portuguese
withdrawal from Guinea-Bissau: Portuguese military evacuation, meas¬
ures of co-operation to be undertaken between the two States, and the
forming of diplomatic relations, etc.
Article 6: The Portuguese Government reaffirms the right of the people of Cape
Verde to self-determination and independence, and guarantees the realization of
this right in agreement with the pertinent resolutions of the United Nations, also
talcing into account the expressed will of the Organization of African Unity.
Article 7: The Portuguese Government and the PAIGC consider that the
accession of Cape Verde to independence, within the general framework of the
decolonisation of African territories under Portuguese dominion, constitutes a
necessary factor for a durable peace and sincere co-operation between the Portu¬
guese Republic and the Republic of Guinea-Bissau . . .
Algiers, 26 August 1974, signed by
The Delegation of the Portuguese
Government:

The Delegation of the Executive
Committee of the PAIGC:

Mario Soares. Foreign Minister

Pedro Pires, EC member.
Comandante
Umaru Djalo. EC member.
Comandante
Jos6 Araujo. EC member
Otto Schacht. EC Member
Lucio Soares. EC Member.
Comandante
Luis Oliveira Sanca. Ambassador

Ant6mo de Almeida Santos. Minister
for Intertemtonai Co-ordination
Vicente Almeida d’E<;a. Naval Captain
Hugo Manuel Rodrigues Santos,

Infantry Major

3. Agreement between the Portuguese Government and the PAIGC,
signed in Lisbon on 19 December 1974:
[Our] conversations have unfolded in an atmosphere of mutual understanding and
perfect co-operation, and have reached the following agreement:
1. The Portuguese Government reaffirms the right of the People of Cape Verde
to self-determination and independence in conformity with the Portuguese consti¬
tutional Law No. 7/74 of 26 July (1974), and with the pertinent resolutions of the
Organization of the United Nations, taking also into account the expressed will
of the Organization of African Unity.
2. The Portuguese Government and the PAIGC. conscious of the need to
assure, under the best conditions, the transfer of powers to the future Independent
State of Cape Verde, agree to establish the framework and calendar of the
respective process of decolonization in terms of the following articles:
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